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Abstract
The fabrication of miniature electronics and sensors has encouraged
the creation of a wide range of wireless enabled devices designed to be
worn on the human body. This has led to the prominence of so-called
wearable communications, which have emerged to satisfy the demand
for wireless connectivity between these devices and with external net-
works. The work in this thesis has focused on the characterization
of the composite fading (i.e combined multipath and shadowing) ob-
served in wearable communications channels. It has also investigated
the mitigation of the deleterious effects of both of these propagation
phenomena in wearable communications.
In order to accurately characterize the behaviour of the composite fad-
ing signal observed in wearable communications channels, new fading
models such as F, κ-µ / inverse gamma and η-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading models, have been proposed. The generality and
utility of these composite fading models have been validated through
extensive field measurements performed in both indoor and outdoor
environments with two key types of propagation geometry, i.e. line-
of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) channel conditions.
The potential improvement in signal reliability for wearable commu-
nications channels has been empirically investigated using a switched
combining based micro-diversity setup (to mitigate multipath) and a
switched combining based macro-diversity configuration (to overcome
shadowing). Three different switched combining schemes are consid-
ered, namely switch-and-stay combining (SSC), switch-and-examine
combining (SEC) and SEC with post-examining selection (SECps).
The output of each switched combining scheme is also statistically
characterized using diversity specific analytical equations. To miti-
gate occurrences of simultaneous multipath and shadowing, the signal
reliability improvement which can be achieved when using dual-stage
micro- and macro-diversity based combining has also been investi-
gated through field measurements conducted in both indoor and out-
door environments.
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Recent advancements in the fabrication of miniature electronics and sensors have
allowed the creation of a wide range of wearable devices which are designed to
be carried or worn by the user. Among the many form factors available include
watches, glasses, headbands, wigs and rings. As shown in Figure 1.1, wearable de-
vices are being developed for a diverse range of applications [1], such as personal
and business computing, medical, sport, military and communications. With the
emergence of many new applications, wearable devices will continue to increase
in popularity. However, it is worth pointing out that there has been growing
scepticism of wearables [2] due to potential risks for users, invasion of their pri-
vacy, security concerns etc. Nevertheless, the wearables market is still expected
to grow rapidly [3]. In fact, according to industry analyst firm, CCS Insight, the
market value of connected wearable devices is expected to reach $ 34 million by
2020 and the shipment of wearable devices is set to reach 411 million by 2020 [4].
Additionally, CNBC reports that wearables will become the worlds best-selling
consumer electronics product after smartphones [5].
For many wearable devices, wireless communications are necessary to transfer
1
1.1 Wearable Communications
Figure 1.1: Wearable technology applications [1]
or receive data from external networks, which has led to the research area often
being referred to as wearable communications. In wearable communications, one
or more wireless devices carried or worn by the user may communicate with local
transceivers or base stations in the local vicinity. This type of wireless commu-
nications is often referred to as off-body communications and is a fundamental
part of wireless personal area networks (WPANs) currently standardized by the
IEEE 802.15 task group 4 [6]. Additionally, wearable communications can also
occur between wireless devices situated on the user’s body using on-body com-
munications. On-body communications often form the basis of connectivity in
body area networks (BANs) and body sensor networks (BSNs) which have been
standardized by the IEEE 802.15 task group 6 [7].
Since wearable devices are operated in close proximity to the human body,
wearable communications systems can suffer from the complex antenna-body in-
teraction effects such as near-field coupling, radiation pattern distortion, reduced
radiation efficiency and shifts in antenna input impedance [8–10]. Furthermore,
2
1.1 Wearable Communications
the wearable channels can be particularly prone to shadowing induced by the
movement of body parts and blockages caused by user’s body and/or surround-
ing obstacles including other people [11–13]. The variation in the received signal
can also occur due to the reflections from nearby objects and scattering from
the body and local surrounding environments (i.e. multipath fading) [14]. All of
these factors may degrade the quality of radio links and reduce the overall signal
reliability and the performance of wearable systems. In accordance with these
deleterious effects, research in context of the wearable communications can be
broadly divided into three key areas. These are summarized as follows:
• Antenna Design: Antennas often need to be specially designed for use
in wearable devices. In particular, when used in conjunction with radio
frequency (RF) and baseband circuitry, they are required to be compact,
lightweight, robust, ultra-low power architectures and unobtrusive to the
user.
• Channel Characterization and Modelling: As a precursor to wireless
systems development, it is essential to characterize fading behaviour accu-
rately to analyse performance and improve design. The fading observed in
wearable communications channels can be modelled in terms of fundamen-
tal statistics, such as the probability density functions (PDFs), cumulative
distribution functions (CDFs) and moment generating functions (MGFs).
The PDF is the most commonly used for characterizing fading channels
and it can also be used for the use of diversity system and error correction
coding [15]. However, from the point of view of the performance analysis,
the CDF and MGF play an important role in the computation of the com-
munications performance metrics of interest, such as error probability and
outage probability [16,17].
• Signal Improvement Techniques: Among the many signal improvement
techniques available, one of the most commonly researched in the context
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of wearable communications is the use of a diversity configuration at the
receiver (RX). Space, time, frequency and polarization diversity methods
are often utilised with the aim of providing partially de-correlated signal
versions at the RX. If the diversity branches are uncorrelated and subject
to received signals with comparable mean levels, then it is expected that
the combined signal will provide a higher signal level compared to the case
when only one branch is used.
1.2 Challenges and Motivations
The characteristics of wearable communications channels have been previously
studied for different operating frequencies, types of antenna, multipath environ-
ments, user movements and wearable node locations [18–23]. The decomposition
of the received signal into its multipath and shadowing components is common
amongst all the analyses presented in [18–23]. However, although this step may
simplify the analysis of the channel data, in some respects it seems an unnatural
approach as in reality both multipath and shadowing co-exist and consequently
affect wearable communications channels simultaneously.
While these studies have provided important insights into different aspects of
signal propagation in wearable communications channels, it is difficult to see how
the combined multipath and shadowing (i.e. composite fading) affect wearable
communications channels. Furthermore, it is required to determine an appropri-
ate smoothing window size for the computation of the local mean signal when
decomposing the received signal, which can fundamentally affect the parameter
estimation process and any inference made from the channel data. To this end,
in [24,25], composite fading models have been utilised to characterize the fading
behaviour experienced in wearable communications channels. However, for both
composite fading models, it was not possible to obtain closed-form expressions
for their PDFs and thus they must be computed numerically. Consequently, they
are not convenient for the analytical calculations associated with the performance
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evaluation of wearable communications systems. These issues will be addressed
in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
Over the last few decades, in the context of wearable communications, micro-
diversity1 has been commonly studied using multiple co-located antennas posi-
tioned at a base station with the aim of mitigating the detrimental effects of
multipath fading [26–31]. In contrast, macro-diversity2, which has seen a lesser
interest, has been investigated using spatially separated antennas on the human
body to overcome shadowing [32, 33]. When combining the received signal for
both micro- and macro-diversity, the majority of these studies have considered
only the pure selection combining (PSC), equal gain combining (EGC) and max-
imal ratio combining (MRC) techniques.
Although these combining schemes provide a worthwhile performance, they in-
crease the implementation complexity compared to switched diversity techniques
such as switch-and-stay combining (SSC), switch-and-examine combining (SEC)
and SEC with post-examining selection (SECps), as they may require continuous
and simultaneous knowledge of all of the possible signal paths. Consequently,
they can be both time- and power-consuming compared to switched diversity
schemes and thus may be impractical for implementation in wearable systems
which favour low complexity, low cost and ultra-low power architecture [34, 35].
Additionally, there exist many drawbacks to constructing diversity systems de-
signed to be worn on the human body, especially when compared to integrating
the technology into a local base station or using combining opportunities offered
by multiple base stations. These include potential obtrusion to the user, the ad-
ditional weight added to the wearable systems associated circuity and enclosures
and also the extra drain on battery life. These issues will form the basis of work
presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
1The antennas are typically positioned within a single base station with a separation dis-
tance of the order of (or shorter than) the signal wavelength so that they are expected to
experience different multipath.
2The antennas are often located in different, spatially separated base stations for which the




Motivated by all of these issues, this thesis first proposes some novel composite
fading models which benefit from convenient and tractable closed-form expres-
sions for many of the fundamental statistics of interest. These new formulations
are not only straightforward to handle both analytically and numerically, but
most importantly flexible enough to accurately characterize the composite fad-
ing behaviour experienced in wearable communications channels. To overcome
the deleterious effects of multipath and shadowing in wearable communications,
switched combining based diversity techniques are investigated. Important met-
rics, such as the switching threshold, achievable diversity gain (DG), number
of path examinations and number of the path switches, are established. Addi-
tionally, for the first time, these channels are modelled using diversity specific
statistical models.
1.3 Objectives
The main objectives of this thesis are highlighted as follows:
• To propose new and general composite fading models, which are more con-
venient to handle both analytically and numerically than existing composite
fading models, namely F, κ-µ / inverse gamma and κ-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading models.
• To characterize the behaviour of the combined multipath and shadowing
(i.e. composite fading) observed in wearable communications channels using
the newly proposed fading models.
• To validate the generality and utility of the F, κ-µ / inverse gamma and
η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models for the wearable channels.
• To investigate the improvement in signal reliability using multiple antennas
at the RX for wearable communications channels by mitigating multipath
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fading (i.e. micro-diversity), shadowing (i.e. macro-diversity setup) and
both multipath and shadowing (i.e. combined micro- and macro-diversity).
• To analyse the fading observed at the output of diversity combiner for wear-
able communications systems using diversity specific analytical equations.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis includes three main contributions which are summarized as follows:
1. The behaviour of the composite fading observed in wearable communica-
tions channels has been investigated. To this end, a number of novel com-
posite fading models, namely F, κ-µ / inverse gamma and η-µ / inverse
gamma composite fading models, have been presented according to two
key types of propagation geometry, i.e. line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS
(NLOS). For the F and κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models, due
to the simplicity, many of the fundamental statistics of interest, such as the
PDFs, CDFs, higher order moments, amount of fading (AF) and MGFs,
have been able to be obtained in closed-form expressions. For the η-µ / in-
verse gamma composite fading model, closed-form expressions for the PDF,
higher order moments and AF are presented along with important analyt-
ical expressions for the corresponding CDF and MGF. The generality and
suitability of the new models for characterizing composite fading channels
are demonstrated through extensive field measurements. For all of mea-
surements, LOS and NLOS channel conditions are considered. Then these
three composite fading models are compared with other existing composite
fading models and the best fading model among them is determined using
the second-order Akaike information crieterion (AICc).
2. For the first time, the potential improvement in signal reliability for wear-
able communications channels has been investigated using a switched com-
bining based micro-diversity and a switched combining based macro-diversity.
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Three different switched diversity techniques are considered, namely SSC,
SEC and SECps. These combining schemes are chosen as they are likely to
be more suited for use in wearable systems compared to more traditional
combining schemes such as MRC due to their lower complexity of imple-
mentation. The analysis of the performance/complexity trade-off has been
empirically evaluated. The fading observed at the output of the switched
combining based micro-diversity has been statistically characterized using
diversity specific analytical equations developed for independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) Nakagami-m multipath fading channels. On the
other hand, the fading behaviour at the output of the switched combining
based macro-diversity is statistically characterized using diversity specific
analytical equations developed under the assumption of independent and
non-identically distributed (i.n.i.d.) Nakagami-m shadowing channels. The
resistor-average distance (RAD) has been evaluated to provide a quantita-
tive measure of the goodness-of-fit of the theoretical PDFs with the mea-
sured data.
3. While micro-diversity and macro-diversity may provide a worthwhile im-
provement in signal reliability for channels which suffer from either multi-
path or shadowing respectively, their use in isolation may not be sufficient
to overcome the combined channel impairments induced by the simultane-
ous existence of multipath and shadowing. Therefore, for the first time,
this thesis also investigates the further improvement in signal reliability
for wearable communications systems using a combined micro- and macro-
diversity configuration in which MRC and SECps schemes are considered
in the micro-diversity and macro-diversity stages respectively, i.e. a com-
bined MRC-SECps system. The performance of a combined micro- and




The thesis consists of seven chapters which are outlined as follows.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the relevant literature review and back-
ground knowledge required to understand the topics covered in this thesis. For
example, it explains the path loss, multipath and shadowing phenomena, which
are generally responsible for shaping the characteristics of the received signal in
wireless communications channels. This chapter also introduces some of the ex-
isting composite fading models available in the literature. The operation principle
of PSC, EGC, MRC, SSC, SEC and SECps schemes, which are prevalently used
in diversity reception for the improvement of signal reliability, is described. The
concepts of DG, correlation and power imbalance are also introduced for analysing
the performance of diversity systems while the RAD and AICc are reviewed for
the evaluation of goodness-of-fit and model selection respectively.
Chapter 3 introduces the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model which
is proposed for the LOS wearable channel conditions. It also demonstrates the
versatility of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model through reduc-
tion to some special cases which coincide with existing well-known distributions
as well as its ability to approximate other more complicated composite fading
models. The utility of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model for the
LOS wearable communications channels is validated using an exhaustive set of
field measurements coverage a wide range of environments. Furthermore, the
best model between the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model and other
composite fading models associated with the κ-µ fading model is selected using
the AICc analysis.
In Chapter 4, the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models are
proposed for the NLOS wearable channel conditions. Similar to Chapter 3, the
flexibility of the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models are demon-
strated using some special cases and approximations of other composite fading
models. It introduces some wearable field measurements conducted in the same
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environments described in Chapter 3 which are employed to validate the suit-
ability of the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models for the NLOS
wearable communications channels. They are compared with other composite
fading models associated with the NLOS channel conditions and the best model
amongst them is determined using the AICc.
In Chapter 5, micro-diversity and macro-diversity configurations are consid-
ered to investigate the potential improvement in signal reliability for wearable
communications channels through the mitigation of multipath and shadowing re-
spectively. For both the micro-diversity and macro-diversity systems, SSC, SEC
and SECps schemes are considered when combining the received signal. The
performance of micro-diversity and macro-diversity combining is evaluated us-
ing DG along with an analysis of the correlation and power imbalance between
diversity branches (or base stations). Furthermore, for both the micro-diversity
and macro-diversity configurations, the fading behaviour observed at the output
of the diversity combiner is statistically characterized using the diversity specific
analytical equations. The RAD is evaluated to provide a quantitative measure of
the goodness-of-fit for diversity combiners with the measurement data.
Chapter 6 investigates the further improvement in signal reliability which can
be achieved by using both micro- and macro-diversity based combining compared
either technique in isolation. To investigate this, the results of a comprehensive
measurement campaign performed in both indoor and outdoor environments are
presented. To mitigate the concurrent multipath and shadowing, an MRC scheme
is considered in the micro-diversity stage, whereas an SECps scheme is utilised in
macro-diversity stage (i.e. a combined MRC-SECps system). Similar to the ap-
proach used in Chapter 5, the correlation and power imbalance are calculated and
the performance of a combined micro- and macro-diversity system is empirically
evaluated using DG.
Chapter 7 summarizes some important conclusions obtained from this thesis





In traditional wireless communications, radio signal propagation is characterized
by three statistically independent phenomena, namely path loss, multipath fading
and shadowing. To help with the understanding of the work presented in this the-
sis, in this Chapter, the necessary background information on these mechanisms
are presented along with some of the relevant literature. A diversity configuration
is one of the most common methods utilised in wireless communications to miti-
gate fading and improve signal reliability. Accordingly, this Chapter describes the
operation principle of a number of different diversity combining schemes along
with the introduction of the concepts of DG, correlation and power imbalance
which are commonly used to analyse the performance of diversity systems. This
Chapter also introduces the RAD and AICc which are used in this thesis to
evaluate the goodness-of-fit and to perform model selection respectively.
2.1 Path Loss
The path loss is a measure of the signal attenuation between the transmitter (TX)
and RX as a function of the separation distance. It is commonly modelled using
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the classical power law in logarithmic form as follows [36]






where P0 represents the path loss at the reference distance (d0) and ne is the
path loss exponent which indicates the rate at which the path loss increases
with the separation distance (d) between the TX and RX. There exist a number
of studies on path loss in context of wearable communications [37–41]. In the
majority of these studies, it has been observed that the path loss exponent for
the LOS walking scenarios within the indoor environments was smaller than that
associated with isotropic radiation in free space (ne = 2) due to the waveguide
effect which can be present within indoor environments [37–40]. Furthermore,
a multi-slope path loss model has been proposed in [41] by combining the main
propagation mechanism responsible for carrying signal around the human body
(i.e. the creeping wave) with the traditional path loss formula given in (2.1).
2.2 Multipath Fading
Multipath fading is mainly caused by the constructive and destructive interfer-
ence between two or more versions of the transmitted signal over short distances.
There exist a number of different models used to represent the multipath fad-
ing behaviour depending on the nature of the radio propagation environment,
namely Rayleigh [42, 43], Rice (Nakagami-n) [44, 45] and Nakagami-m [46, 47]
fading models. More recently, new and more general fading models, namely κ-µ
and η-µ fading models [48], have been used to describe the random fluctuation
of the received signal envelope.
2.2.1 Rayleigh Fading
The Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to model the multipath fading signal
when no direct signal path exists between the TX and RX (i.e. NLOS channel
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conditions). The PDF of the fading signal envelope, R, in a Rayleigh fading











where E [R2] = Ω is the mean power with E [·] denoting statistical expectation.
The Rayleigh distribution has previously found limited success in the character-
ization of multipath fading observed in NLOS wearable communications chan-
nels [49].
2.2.2 Rice Fading
The Rice distribution is often used to model the multipath fading signal when
there exists a direct signal path between the TX and RX (i.e. LOS channel
conditions) as well as a scattered signal contribution. The PDF of the fading
















where I0 (·) represents the modified Bessel function of the first kind with order
zero [50, Eq. (9.6.16)], δ and σ are the non-centrality and scaling parameters,
respectively. From the parameters δ and σ, the well-known K factor can be
obtained, which is defined as the ratio between the power in the dominant com-
ponent (δ2) and the power in the scattered component (2σ2), i.e. K = δ2/2σ2.
The Rice distribution in (2.3) degenerates to the Rayleigh distribution given in
(2.2) when there exists no dominant signal component (i.e. δ = 0). When either
a direct signal path (i.e. LOS), a dominant signal path created by a strong specu-
lar reflection or a dominant signal path induced by diffraction around the human
body exists in wearable on-body communications channels, the Rice distribution




The Nakagami-m fading model is universally associated with multipath fading
signal in NLOS channel conditions. It is well-known that the sum of m i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading signals follows the Nakagami-m distribution. The corresponding












where Γ (·) the gamma function [53, Eq. (8.310.1)], m is the fading severity
parameter (m ≥ 0.5) and Ω is the mean power. It includes as special cases a
number of other well-known distributions such as one-sided Gaussian (m = 0.5)
and Rayleigh (m = 1) [47]. The Nakagami-m distribution has the merit of being
able to model fading which is worse than Rayleigh (i.e. 0.5 ≤ m < 1).
There exist a number of studies on characterizing the multipath fading ex-
perienced in wearable communications channels using the Nakagami-m distribu-
tion [21, 51, 52, 54]. For example, in [54], an extensive set of wearable on-body
channel measurements were performed at 2.48 GHz for two user states (i.e. sta-
tionary and mobile) within three different indoor environments. Here, the TX
was positioned at the test subject’s left waist and the RX was alternated between
seven different body locations, namely right head, left head, front-right chest,
front-left chest, front-right wrist, front-right ankle and back-right chest. It was
found that the Nakagami-m distribution was chosen as the optimum model to
describe multipath fading for the majority of wearable on-body channels over all
the measurement scenarios. Additionally, it was also shown that mobile user sce-
nario has relatively more cases, where the Nakagami-m distribution was selected




The κ-µ distribution has recently been proposed to represent the random variation
of the multipath fading signal under LOS channel conditions [48]. The received
signal in a κ-µ fading channel is composed of separable clusters of multipath
waves propagating in a homogeneous environment, within which the scattered
waves have similar delay times, with the delay spreads of different clusters being
relatively large. The power of the scattered waves from the multipath clusters
is assumed to be identical whereas the power of the dominant wave within each
cluster is assumed to be arbitrary. Given the physical signal model for the κ-µ
distribution, the signal envelope, R, can be expressed in terms of the in-phase





2 + (Qi + qi)
2 (2.5)
where ns represents the number of clusters of multipath (ns > 0), Ii and Qi are
mutually independent Gaussian random variables with E [Ii] = E [Qi] = 0 and
E [I2i ] = E [Q2i ] = σ2 with E[·] denoting statistical expectation while pi and qi
are the mean values of the in-phase and quadrature components of the multipath
cluster i, respectively.

























where Iv(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order v [50, Eq.
(9.6.20)]. In terms of its physical interpretation, κ > 0 is the ratio of the total





i ) to the total power of the
scattered waves (2µσ2) while µ is related to the number of multipath clustering,
with 2σ2 denoting the power of the scattered waves in each of the clusters. In
this model, the mean signal power is given by E [R2] = Ω = δ2 + 2µσ2. The
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κ-µ distribution is an extremely generalized fading distribution and includes as
special cases all of the aforementioned distributions, such as one-sided Gaussian,
Rayleigh, Rice and Nakagami-m distributions [48].
The κ-µ fading model has relatively recently been utilised to characterize the
multipath fading behaviour experienced in wearable off-body communications
channels at 2.45 GHz [26]. The κ-µ distribution was found to provide the best
fit to wearable channel data for an indoor sweep and search scenario for fire
and rescue personnel, suggesting that wearable communications channels may be
more appropriately modelled by a clusterised signal reception model. This also
indicates that there may persist a signal component which predominates over all
of the others within each of these clusters.
2.2.5 η-µ Fading
The η-µ distribution has recently been proposed to represent the random variation
of the multipath fading signal under NLOS channel conditions [48]. The received
signal in an η-µ fading channel is composed of clusters of multipath waves propa-
gating in a non-homogeneous environment, within which the scattered waves have
similar delay times, with the delay spreads of different clusters being relatively
large. As shown in Table 2.1, the η-µ distribution may appear in two different
formats according to two corresponding physical models. In Format 1, the in-
phase and quadrature components of the fading signal within each cluster are
assumed to be independent from each other and to have different power. On the
other hand, in Format 2, the in-phase and quadrature components of the fading
signal within each cluster are assumed to be correlated with each other and to
have identical power. Given the physical signal model for the η-µ distribution,










Table 2.1: Summary of two different formats for the η − µ distribution [48]
Format 1 Format 2
Physical
Model
In-phase and quadrature compo-
nents of the fading signal within each
multipath cluster are assumed to be
independent to each other and have
different powers.
In-phase and quadrature compo-
nents of the fading signal within
each multipath cluster are assumed
to have identical powers and to be
correlated to each other.
η 0 < η < ∞, the scattered wave
power ratio between the in-phase and
quadrature components of each clus-
ter of multipath
−1 < η < 1, the correlation coeffi-
cient between the scattered wave in-
phase and quadrature components of
each cluster of multipath










where ns denotes the number of clusters of multipath, Ii and Qi are mutually
independent Gaussian random variables with E [Ii] = E [Qi] = 0, E [I2i ] = σ2I
and E [Q2i ] = σ2Q in Format 1 while Ii and Qi are mutually correlated Gaussian
random variables with E [Ii] = E [Qi] = 0, and E [I2i ] = E [Q2i ] = σ2 in Format 2.


























In terms of its physical interpretation, η = σ2I/σ
2
Q (i.e. the scattered wave power
ratio between the in-phase and quadrature components of each cluster of mul-
tipath) in Format 1 whereas η = E[IiQi]/σ2 (i.e. the correlation coefficient




and H = η
−1−η
4
in Format 1 while h = 1
1−η2 and H =
η
1−η2
in Format 2. Based on this, Format 1 can be obtained from Format 2 and




alently by ηFormat2 =
1−ηFormat1
1+ηFormat1
where 0 < ηFormat1 < ∞ in Format 1 and
−1 < ηFormat2 < 1 in Format 2. In this model, the mean signal power is given
by E [R2] = Ω = µ (1 + η−1)σ2I = µ (1 + η)σ2Q in Format 1 whereas it is given by
E [R2] = Ω = 2µσ2 in Format 2.
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The η-µ distribution is a general fading distribution and thus contains as
special cases other important distributions, such as Rayleigh, Hoyt (Nakagami-q)
and Nakagami-m distributions. Unlike the κ-µ distribution, the η-µ distribution
has not yet been used to characterize the multipath fading signal observed in
wearable communications channels.
2.3 Shadowing
Shadowing is often introduced by topographical elements and the presence of
obstructions in propagation path. It is commonly modelled using the lognormal













where al and s
2
l denote the area mean and variance of the distribution (in dB), i.e.
al = E [lnx] and s2l = V [lnx] with V[·] denoting the variance operator. Although
the lognormal distribution has found popularity to describe shadowing, it is of-
ten not convenient for the analytic calculations associated with the performance
evaluation of communications systems. Due to the intractability of the lognormal
distribution, the gamma [59] and inverse Gaussian [60] distributions, which can
exhibit similar semi-heavy-tailed behaviour, have been proposed as an alternative

























where k and θ represent the shape and scale parameters in (2.10); µig and λig
denote the mean and scale parameters in (2.11).
The lognormal and gamma distributions have been used to describe shadowing
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observed in wearable communications channels [61]. Here, the wearable on-body
channel measurements were performed at three different frequencies using three
different types of antennas for two user states (i.e. stationary and mobile) within
a laboratory room. Over all of the cases considered in [61], the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) test suggests that the both lognormal and gamma distributions
have successfully characterized the shadowing behaviour of wearable on-body
channels. Nevertheless, it was found that the lognormal distribution provided
the best fit for more cases compared to the gamma distribution.
2.4 Composite Fading Channel Models
Composite fading typically occurs due to the interaction of signal components cre-
ated by the multipath and shadowing phenomena. In reality, both multipath and
shadowing can co-exist and affect the wireless communications channel simulta-
neously. Consequently, to characterize the behaviour of the combined multipath
and shadowing (i.e. composite fading), a number of studies have proposed the
use of composite fading models for both conventional and emerging communi-
cations channels. Not only do composite fading models take into account the
simultaneous occurrence of multipath and shadowing but they also help circum-
vent the requirement to determine an appropriate smoothing window size for the
computation of the local mean signal. This is particularly important in the char-
acterization of wireless channels as the choice of smoothing window size will affect
the parameter estimation process and any inference made from the channel data.
These composite fading models can be broadly divided into two different types
according to the condition of shadowing as shown in Table 2.2. The first one is
LOS shadowing where the dominant signal component is shadowed and fluctuates
randomly whereas the second one is multiplicative shadowing in which the total
power of the dominant component (if present) and scattered signal components
are shadowed and vary randomly [62]. Traditionally, composite fading models
have considered that the classical fading models, such as Rayleigh, Rice and
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Nakagami-m, encounter LOS or multiplicative shadowing (where relevant) which
is assumed to follow the lognormal distribution [63–67]. However, this approach
has a significant drawback in which the mathematical form of lognormal-based
composite fading models is not convenient for the analytic calculations associated
with the performance evaluation of communications systems.
As discussed in Chapter 2.3, the gamma and inverse Gaussian distributions
have been proposed as an alternative to the lognormal distribution. The use
of these distributions has led to closed-form expressions being obtained for the
PDFs of a number of new composite fading models [62,68–72]. More recently, in
accordance with more general multipath fading models, such as the κ-µ and η-µ
fading models, new composite fading models have been proposed, namely κ-µ /
lognormal [24], shadowed κ-µ [73,74], κ-µ / gamma [75], η-µ / gamma [76,77], κ-µ
/ inverse Gaussian [78] and η-µ / inverse Gaussian [79]. Nevertheless, among these
composite fading models, only a few models have been used to characterize the
composite fading signal observed in wearable communications channels [24, 25].
More specifically, in [24], the κ-µ / lognormal shadowed model has been ex-
tensively validated through a series of wearable channel measurements (wearable
on-body at 2.45 GHz and wearable off-body at 2.42 GHz) which have been per-
formed in an anechoic chamber environment (i.e. less reduced multipath condi-
tions). For the wearable on-body channel measurements, the TX was located on
the central-chest region of the test subject while the RX was alternated between
the left-waist, right-head, right-wrist and right-knee regions of the test subject.
For the wearable off-body channel measurements, the wearable node was posi-
tioned on the central-chest region of the test subject. Interestingly, for both
wearable on- and off-body channels, it has been shown that resultant dominant
components still exist in wearable channels where the user’s body obstructed the
direct signal path between the TX and RX.
Similarly in [25], the κ-µ / gamma composite fading model has been verified
using an extensive wearable off-body channel measurements at 5.8 GHz. Unlike
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Table 2.2: Summary of composite fading models which have been presented in the
literature.
Model Proposers LOS shadowing Multiplicative shadowing
Classic
Suzuki [66] - Rayleigh + lognormal
Hansen et al [65] - Rayleigh + lognormal
Loo [63] Rice + lognormal -
Corazza et al [64] - Rice + lognormal
Tjhung et al [67] - Nakagami-m + lognormal
Abdi et al [69] - Rayleigh + gamma
Abdi et al [62] Rice + Nakagami-m -
Kostic [68] - Nakagami-m + gamma
Eltoft [70] Rice + inverse Gaussian -
Karmeshu et al [71] - Rayleigh + inverse Gaussian
Laourine et al [72] - Nakagami-m + inverse Gaussian
New
Sofotasios et al [75] - κ-µ + gamma
Sofotasios et al [76] - η-µ + gamma
Zhang et al [77] - η-µ + gamma
Sofotasios et al [78] - κ-µ + inverse Gaussian
Sofotasios et al [79] - η-µ + inverse Gaussian
Cotton [24] κ-µ + lognormal -
Paris [73] κ-µ + Nakagami-m -
Cotton [74] κ-µ + Nakagami-m -
the measurements performed in [24], the experiments were conducted in more
realistic indoor environments (e.g. a seminar room and an open office area) in
which there exist more multipath signal contributions. Here, the wearable node
was alternated between three different locations, namely central-chest, central-
waist and right-wrist regions of the test subject. Most importantly, in [25], it was
shown that the κ-µ / gamma composite fading model outperformed the κ-µ /
lognormal shadowed fading model for approximately two-thirds of all the wearable
off-body channels. This suggests that it is more appropriate to assume that both
the dominant and scattered signal components (i.e. multiplicative shadowing) are




One well-known method of mitigating the deleterious effects of fading and im-
proving the signal reliability and the performance of wireless systems is to employ
diversity reception techniques [80, 81]. While there are many different diversity
reception techniques currently in use including time, frequency and polarization
techniques, it is spatial diversity which is the most commonly applied as there
is no need to increase transmit power or bandwidth [82]. When combining the
signals received at multiple spatially separated antennas, two different categories
of combining are prevalently used, namely switched combining and gain combin-
ing [83]. In general, a better performance can be achieved by gain combining
schemes compared to switched combining schemes.
2.5.1 Switched Combining
In the switched combining grouping, which includes PSC and threshold selection
combining (TSC) schemes, the RX chooses one of the available diversity paths
according to a predefined criterion. A selection process needs to be occur within
a time slot which is generally assumed to be in the order of the channel coherence
time so that the channel quality stays roughly stationary over a time slot and is
independent from one time slot to the next [84]. In a PSC system, the combiner
monitors the input signal level of all the diversity paths simultaneously and se-
lects the branch with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thus, for an array
consisting of L branches, the PSC output SNR is
γPSC = max (γ1, γ2, ..., γL) (2.12)
where, γL is the input SNR observed in the L
th branch of the diversity RX.
Unlike a PSC system, an RX employing a TSC system switches from one
branch to another only when the SNR of the currently selected branch falls below
the predetermined threshold [83]. This approach has the advantage that the RX
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is not needlessly monitoring the SNR of all the diversity paths and switching
between branches when the SNR of the currently selected branch is at a level
which is acceptable for supporting the desired information recovering capability.
A TSC system can be broadly divided into three different schemes, namely SSC,
SEC and SECps.
In an SSC scheme, when the SNR of the currently selected branch drops below
the predetermined switching threshold the RX simply switches from one branch
to another branch and then stays with that branch, irrespective of its channel
condition. When the fading observed at each of the branches is assumed to be



















)−1 fi (γ) , γ ≥ γT
(2.13)
where L is the number of branches, γT is the fixed switching threshold, fi(·) and
Fi(·) denote PDF and CDF for ith branch, respectively, and pii is the probability
that the ith base station is used in the SSC scheme, which can be obtained using










, i = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1. (2.14)
With an SEC scheme, when the received SNR at the currently selected branch
falls below the predetermined switching threshold the RX switches from the cur-
rent branch to another branch and examines its SNR. If it is not above the prede-
termined switching threshold, the RX switches to another branch and examines
its SNR again. The RX repeats this process until either it finds an accept-
able branch whose SNR is above the switching threshold or determines that all
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branches are not acceptable. In the latter case, it usually uses the last examined
branch. For i.n.i.d. fading at each of the branches, the PDF of the output SNR






















fi (γ) , γ ≥ γT
(2.15)
where [(u)]c denotes u modulo c and χi is the stationary distribution of an L-state





FL−1 (γT ) (1− Fj (γT ))
Fj (γT ) (1− FL−1 (γT ))
]−1
FL−1 (γT ) (1− Fi (γT ))
Fi (γT ) (1− FL−1 (γT )) . (2.16)
When the received SNR at the currently selected branch falls below the pre-
determined switching threshold an RX utilising an SECps scheme switches from
the current branch to another branch and examines its SNR in exactly the same
manner as an SEC scheme. However, when there is no acceptable branch avail-
able after examining all branch, the SECps scheme selects the best performing
branch, i.e. the branch with the highest SNR, instead of the last examined one.
For an L-branch SECps system in which the SNR is i.n.i.d. at each of the L























In the gain combining grouping, the output of combiner is a linear combination
of the signals received by all of the diversity paths. This category of combining
techniques includes EGC and MRC schemes. In an MRC scheme, the signals
from all of the L branches are co-phased to provide coherent voltage addition
and weighted according to their individual signal voltage to noise power ratio to
provide the optimal SNR before being summated. If it is assumed that noise





In certain cases, it is not convenient to provide the variable weighting capability
required for an MRC scheme. In such cases, the branch weights are all set to
unity and the signals form each branch are co-phased with unity gain to provide










The DG is commonly utilised to evaluate the potential improvement in the re-
ceived signal reliability that could be obtained using diversity techniques. This
is defined as the difference in signal level at the output of the diversity combiner
and the signal level received at the reference RX for a given probability or signal
reliability [87] and can be expressed as follows







2.7 Correlation and Power Imbalance
where F−1γoutput(y) and F
−1
γref
(y) represent the inverse transforms of the empirical
CDFs of the diversity combiner output and the reference RX at a cumulative
probability of y, respectively.
2.7 Correlation and Power Imbalance
The correlation and power imbalance between diversity branches can affect the
achievable DG [87]. For a diversity scheme to be effective, each antenna element
should receive statistically independent versions of the transmitted signal (i.e.
low correlation) and should have similar average received power (i.e. low power
imbalance). The cross-correlation coefficient between the fading envelopes r1 and
r2 consisting of N samples can be expressed [87]
ρ =
∑N





where i is the instantaneous sample value, r¯1 and r¯2 are the respective means of
the fading envelopes. The power imbalance is defined as the difference between
the mean signal levels of two different branches [87].
2.8 Resistor-Average Distance
The Kullback Leibler divergence (KLD) is the most frequently used information-
theoretic distance measure from a viewpoint of theory [88]. Due to its geometric
importance, computational and theoretical advantages, the KLD is more attrac-
tive compared to other distance measures such as the Chernoff and Bhattacharyya
distances. Nevertheless, due to its lack of symmetry, the KLD becomes a nuisance
in applications. Consequently, a symmetric version of the KLD, namely RAD,
has been proposed [88]. Unlike the KLD, the RAD satisfies the triangle inequality
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and thus is a true distance metric. The RAD can be defined as follows [88]
















dx with f1 (x) and f2 (x) denoting the
true PDF of the measurement data and test PDF [i.e. the approximated PDF of
f1 (x)], respectively [89].
2.9 Second-order Akaike Information Criterion
The AICc is one of the most common methods employed in statistics to perform
model selection. The AICc can be defined as follows [90]
AICC = −2 ln (l (φ|data)) + 2np + 2np (np + 1)
N − np − 1 (2.23)
where ln (l (φ|data)) is the value of the maximized log-likelihood over the un-
known parameter φ of the model given the data, np is the number of estimated
parameters available in the model, and N is the sample size. In (2.23), the first
term indicates that better models have a lower AICc because the log-likelihood
reflects the overall fit of the model to the data while the second term penalizes
additional parameters ensuring that the model, which best fits the data with the
least number of parameters, is selected [90].
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Chapter 3
A New Composite Fading Model
for LOS Wearable Channels
When the optical LOS path between the TX and RX exists the wearable link is
mainly supported by a direct LOS signal path and dominant signal paths created
by strong specular reflections. As these travel from the TX to RX, the multipath
clusters are also created by signal components being reflected and scattered by
the human body and local surroundings. In this case, it is more appropriate to
assume that both the dominant and scattered signal components exist and its
mean power is subjected to shadowing. In order to investigate the behaviour of
the composite fading signal observed in LOS wearable communications channels,
this Chapter presents the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model along
with its key statistics such as the PDF, CDF, MGF, higher order moments and
AF. The utility of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model is validated
using an extensive set of field measurements. Furthermore, in this Chapter, the
best model between the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model and other





The κ-µ distribution was recently proposed to represent the random variation
of the multipath fading signal under LOS channel conditions [48]. It is an ex-
tremely generalized fading distribution which includes as special cases other im-
portant distributions, such as one-sided Gaussian, Rayleigh, Rice and Nakagami-
m distributions. Subsequently, new composite fading models based on the κ-µ
distribution have been proposed [24, 73–75, 78]. From among these, the κ-µ /
lognormal [24] and the κ-µ / gamma [25] composite fading models have been
utilised to characterize the composite fading signal experienced in wearable com-
munications channels. However, unfortunately, their PDFs are not available in
closed-form and they must be computed numerically. Similarly, there exists no
closed-form for the PDF of the κ-µ / inverse Gaussian composite fading model
proposed in [78]. Consequently, they are not convenient for the analytical cal-
culations required to evaluate the performance of wireless systems operating in
their respective fading channels.
Closed-form expressions for the shadowed κ-µ composite fading model are
available in [73,74]. This model assumes that the resultant dominant component
of a κ-µ fading signal is subject to random variation induced by a Nakagami-m
random variable. This statistical model has recently been utilised to characterize
the composite fading experienced in wireless communications channels, partic-
ularly in device-to-device (D2D) communications channels [74]. Nevertheless,
in [25], it was shown that the κ-µ / gamma composite fading model (i.e. mul-
tiplicative shadowing) outperformed the κ-µ / lognormal shadowed model (i.e.
LOS shadowing) for wearable communications channels, which suggests that it is
more realistic to assume that both the dominant and scattered signal components
are shadowed together in wearable communications channels (i.e. multiplicative
shadowing). Accordingly, a new composite fading model, namely κ-µ / inverse
gamma composite fading model, is proposed in this Chapter. This has led to
several novel contributions which are summarized as follows
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• The PDF, CDF, MGF, higher order moments and AF of the κ-µ / inverse
gamma composite fading model have been obtained in convenient closed-
form expressions.
• The generality of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model has been
demonstrated. A number of distributions which appear as special cases and
the ability to approximate other composite fading models are highlighted.
• An important empirical validation of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite
fading model for use in wearable communications channels is performed.
• Using the AICc, it is also shown that this new model is regularly selected
as the most likely candidate model compared to other composite fading
distributions which are based on the κ-µ fading, e.g. κ-µ / lognormal, κ-µ
/ gamma and shadowed κ-µ models.
3.2 Fundamental Statistics of the κ-µ / Inverse
Gamma Composite Fading Model
3.2.1 Signal Model
Similar to the physical signal model proposed for the κ-µ fading channel given
in [48], the received signal in a κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading channel is
composed of separable clusters of multipath in a homogeneous environment. The
power of the scattered waves from the multipath clusters is assumed to be identi-
cal whereas the power of the dominant wave within each cluster is assumed to be
arbitrary. Unlike the κ-µ fading channel, however, in the κ-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading channel, the mean power of the multipath waves (i.e. both the
dominant and scattered waves) is randomly fluctuated due to shadowing. There-
fore the composite signal envelope, R, in a κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading
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2 + A(Qi + qi)
2 (3.1)
where ns represents the number of clusters of multipath, Ii and Qi are mu-
tually independent Gaussian random variables with E [Ii] = E [Qi] = 0 and
E [I2i ] = E [Q2i ] = σ2 while pi and qi are the mean values of the in-phase and
quadrature components of the multipath cluster i, respectively. In (3.1), A de-
notes an inverse gamma random variable1 with the shape parameter ms and scale












3.2.2 PDF and CDF
The PDF of the composite signal envelope in a κ-µ / inverse gamma composite
fading channel, R, can be determined by averaging the infinite integral of the con-
ditional probability density of the κ-µ fading process with respect to the random































1The inverse gamma distribution can exhibit adequate semi heavy-tailed characteristics
similar to those observed for the lognormal and gamma distributions and can be efficiently
used to describe shadowing [91].
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By substituting (3.2) and (3.4) into (3.3), the PDF of the proposed κ-µ / inverse






































Now, performing a simple transformation of variables and applying equation [92,










µ2κ (κ+ 1) r2
µ (κ+ 1) r2 +msΩ
)
(3.6)
where B (·, ·) and 1F1 (·; ·; ·) denote the Beta function a [53, Eq. (8.384.1)] and
the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function [53, Eq. (9.210.1)], respectively.
Additionally, the corresponding PDF of the instantaneous SNR of the κ-µ /
inverse gamma composite fading model is also readily obtained by letting γ =








ms + µ; µ;
µ2κ (κ+ 1) γ




It is noted that the resultant PDF1 in (3.7) is functionally equivalent to the singly
non-central F distribution2 that arises as a result of the ratio of a non-central chi-
squared variable and a central chi-squared variable [93].
The CDF of the instantaneous SNR of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite
model can be expressed as follows
1It has been analytically confirmed that
∫∞
0
fγ(γ) dγ = 1.
2Using [55, Eq. (2.312)], i.e. fX (x) = γ¯ fγ (γ¯γ), letting γ (1 + κ) = x and then performing
the requisite transformation along with the following substitutions µ = d1/2, ms = d2/2, µκ =
λ/2, the singly non-central F distribution, fx(x) with parameters d1, d2 and λ, can be obtained.
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The Kummer confluent hypergeometric function in (3.8) can be expanded in
terms of the series representation such that [94, Eq. (07.20.02.0001.01)]







where (·)i denotes the Pochhammer symbol [94, Eq. (06.10.02.0001.01)]. Conse-
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With the aid of [53, Eq. (3.194.5)], the CDF of the instantaneous SNR of the κ-µ





i! (µ+ i)B (ms, µ+ i)
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ms + µ+ i, µ+ i; µ+ i+ 1; −µ (κ+ 1) γ
msγ¯
) (3.11)
where 2F1 (·, ·; ·; ·) the Gauss hypergeometric function [53, Eq. (9.111)]. Similarly,
the Gauss hypergeometric function in (3.11) can also be expanded in terms of the
series representation as follows [94, Eq. (07.23.02.0001.01)]






for |z| < 1 (3.12)













l!(b− a+ 1)l(−x)b for |z| ≥ 1.
(3.13)
1The order of the summation and integral operators was exchanged according to the dom-
inated convergence theorem.
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a1, . . . , aA;
p1, . . . , pP;
b1, . . . , bB;
q1, . . . , qQ;
c1, . . . , cC;
s1, . . . , sS;
· , ·
 represents the Kampe´ de
Fe´riet function [95]. On the other hand, for the case of msγ¯ ≤ µ(κ+ 1)γ, Fγ(γ)
can be expressed in closed-form as
Fγ(γ) = exp (−µκ) Ψ1
(

















where Ψ1(·; ·; ·, ·, ·, ·) denotes the Humbert Ψ1 function [96].
3.2.3 Higher Order Moments and AF
The higher order moments of the instantaneous SNR of the proposed κ-µ / inverse
gamma composite fading model can be expressed using an infinite series expansion
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With the aid of [53, Eq. (3.251.11)] and using the series representation of the
Kummer confluent hypergeometric function given in (3.9), (3.16) can be re-






B (ms − n, µ+ n)
exp (µκ)B (ms, µ)
1F1 (µ+ n;µ;µκ) . (3.17)
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It is recalled here that the AF is often used as a relative measure of the severity of
fading encountered in wireless transmission over fading channels and it is defined
as AF = E[γ
2]
E2[γ] − 1, [16, Eq. (1.27)] where E[γ] and E[γ2] denote the first and
second moments respectively. By substituting n = 1 and n = 2 in (3.17), for







B (ms − 1, µ+ 1)
exp (µκ)B (ms, µ)






B (ms − 2, µ+ 2)
exp (µκ)B (ms, µ)
1F1 (µ+ 2;µ;µκ) . (3.19)
Using the Kummer’s transformation [94, Eq. (07.20.17.0013.01)]
1F1 (a; b; z) = exp (z) 1F1 (b− a; b;−z) (3.20)














B (ms − 2, µ+ 2)
B (ms, µ)
1F1 (−2;µ;−µκ) . (3.22)
Using the special representations of the Kummer confluent hypergeometric func-
tion [94, Eq. (07.20.03.0017.01)] [94, Eq. (07.20.03.0018.01)]
1F1 (−1; b; z) = 1− z
b
(3.23)




b (1 + b)
(3.24)
and carrying out some algebraic manipulation, the AF of the κ-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading model can be obtained as
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AF =
µ(κ+ 1)2 + (ms − 1) (1 + 2κ)
µ(κ+ 1)2 (ms − 2)
. (3.25)
3.2.4 MGF
The MGF of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model can be derived from
(3.7) using an infinite series expansion of the Kummer confluent hypergeometric
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With the aid of [53, Eq. (3.383.5)], and making use of the generalized Laguerre
polynomials [94, Eq. (07.03.02.0001.01)], Lmn (z) =
Γ(m+n+1)
Γ(m+1)Γ(n+1) 1
F1 (−n;m+ 1; z);
now performing the necessary change of variables and carrying out some long, but
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It should be noted that [53, Eq. (3.383.5)] is only valid when ms+µ+i is a positive
non-integer number, i.e. ms + µ+ i 6= N. Moreover, in (3.27), ms must not be a
positive integer number as the gamma function is not defined for negative integer
arguments. Nonetheless, these potential singularities can be straightforwardly
circumvented by introducing infinitely small perturbation terms which can be
added to ms + µ+ i and ms respectively if required.
By expanding the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function in terms of the
series representation given in (3.9) and using the definition of the Humbert Ψ2
function [96], the MGF of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model can
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be obtained in closed-form as follows




















3.3 Special Cases and Approximations
The PDF given in (3.6) represents an extremely versatile model which inherits all
of the generality of the κ-µ distribution. In (3.6), the ms parameter controls the
amount of the shadowing of the mean signal power. As ms tends towards zero
(i.e. ms → 0), the dominant (if applicable) and scattered signal components are
completely shadowed. On the other hand, as ms approaches infinity (i.e. ms →
∞), there is no shadowing present in the channel and thus the mean signal power
becomes deterministic. In this case, the κ-µ / inverse gamma PDF given in (3.6)
coincides with the κ-µ PDF given in (2.5) as illustrated in Figure 3.1(a). Likewise,
by setting µ = 1 and again letting ms → ∞, the Rice PDF is deduced, where κ
becomes equivalent to the Rice K factor. Based on this, the Rayleigh distribution
can be readily obtained by setting κ = K = 0. Similarly, the Nakagami-m
distribution can be obtained by letting ms →∞ and κ→ 0 with the µ parameter
becoming equivalent to the m parameter of Nakagami-m distribution.
It is worth highlighting that the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model
can also be used to provide an accurate approximation of other lognormal- and
gamma-based composite fading models. For example, Figure 3.1(b) shows that
the κ-µ / inverse gamma (κ, µ, Ω, ms) composite fading model provides a good
match to the Rayleigh / lognormal (al, sl) [65], Rayleigh / gamma (k, θ) [69]
and Nakagami-m / gamma (m, k, θ) [68] composite fading models. For this
comparison, the ms and Ω parameters of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite
fading model were estimated from the al and sl parameters of the Rayleigh /
lognormal distribution by matching their first and second moments, such that
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κ  = K = 5.4,  μ = 1
(Rice PDF)
κ  = 3.5,  μ = 0.9
(κ-μ PDF)
κ → 0,  μ = m = 1.5 
(Nakagami-m PDF)
κ → 0,  μ = 1 
(Rayleigh PDF)
 ms = 100,  Ω = 2.1
κ  → 0,  μ = 1, ms  = 9.5
Ω  = 4.70, k = 7.5, θ = 0.7 
(Rayleigh / gamma)
κ  → 0,  μ = m = 1.3, ms  = 6.45
Ω  = 2.07, k = 4.45, θ = 0.55 
(Nakagami-m / gamma)
η  → 0,  μ = 1, ms  = 11.27
Ω  = 11.80, al = 2.51, sl  = 0.32 
(Rayleigh / lognormal)
Figure 3.1: PDFs of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model for (a) special
cases with well-known distributions and (b) approximation of other composite fading
models.
ms =
2 exp (s2l )− 1










ms[exp (s2l )− 1]
(3.30)
Similarly, they were also estimated from the k and θ parameters of the Rayleigh
/ gamma and Nakagami-m / gamma distributions as follows
ms = k + 2 (3.31)
Ω =
kθ (k + 1)
ms
. (3.32)
3.4 LOS Wearable Channel Measurements
3.4.1 Measurement Setup
The TX section of the channel measurement system consisted of an ML58051,
single chip fully integrated Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK) transceiver, manufac-
tured by RF Micro Devices (RFMD). It was configured to transmit a continuous
wave signal with a power level of +17.6 dBm at 5.8 GHz. The TX antenna was
mounted tangentially with respect to the body surface of an adult male of height
1http://www.datasheets360.com/pdf/6743097625932420971 (visited on 11/06/2017).
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1.83 m and mass 73 kg using a small strip of Velcro R©. During the measurements,
the TX was alternated between two different body locations on the test subject
as shown in Figure 3.2(a). These were: the central-chest region at a height of
1.42 m; the central-waist region at a height of 1.15 m. Each of these hypotheti-
cal wearable node locations is likely to be used in future wearable systems. For
example, the chest region is a suitable location for monitoring electrocardiogram
(ECG) while the waist region is a possible mounting point for a gateway node in
a BAN.1 It should be noted that in order to provide a as realistic characterization
of the wearable channel as possible, the TX was attached to the test subject’s
clothing using a small strip of Velcro R©. The separation distances between the
TX and the body for the two different wearable node locations were 5.8 mm and
7.5 mm for the chest and waist positions, respectively.
It is well-known that an antenna operating in the vicinity of the human body
can introduce antenna-body interaction effects such as radiation pattern distor-
tion. Figure 3.2(b) shows the measured azimuthal radiation patterns for the
sleeve dipole antenna in free space and positioned at each wearable location. It
should be noted that the black arrow in (b) represents the direction that the test
subject was facing. Due to the presence of the human body, it is clear that the
radiation patterns obtained for both of the wearable locations were significantly
distorted when compared to the radiation pattern in free space (particularly in
the posterior direction between 90◦ and 270◦). Moreover, it was also observed
that the radiation pattern in the anterior facing direction for the chest region was
slightly more directional than that for the waist region.
The RX section of the channel measurement system, consisted of an antenna
which was mounted vertically on a non-conductive polyvinyl chloride (PVC) stand
at an elevation of 1.10 m above the floor level so that the antenna was vertically
polarized. The antenna was connected to port 1 of a Rohde & Schwarz ZVB-8 vec-
tor network analyzer (VNA) using a low-loss coaxial cable. A pre-measurement
1The observed channel characteristics in these scenarios may be present in indoor wearable
applications such as patient tracking in hospitals.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Two different hypothetical wearable node locations along with the
wearable wireless node used in the measurements: (b) the measured azimuthal radiation
patterns for the sleeve dipole antenna in free space (red continuous lines) and situated
on the chest (blue continuous lines) and waist (yellow continuous lines) positions.
calibration was performed to reduce the effects of known system based errors using
a Rohde & Schwarz ZV-Z513 calibration unit. This also enabled the elimination
of the effects of the power amplifier and cable loss. The VNA was configured as
a sampling receiver, recording the magnitude of the b1 wave quantity incident on
port 1 with a bandwidth of 10 kHz, which was centred at the operation frequency.
The magnitude of the b1 measurements were automatically collected and stored
on a laptop through a local area network (LAN) connection, providing an effec-
tive channel sampling frequency of 425.6 Hz (or equivalently a channel sample
period of 2.3 ms). The average walking speed estimated from the channel data
was 1.19 m/s, which equates to an average Doppler frequency [36] of 23.0 Hz. Ac-
cording to the Nyquist theorem, the required minimum sampling frequency must
be at least twice the maximum Doppler frequency to avoid aliasing [97]; therefore,
assuming that the human body was the main scattering object in the test envi-
ronments, the given sampling frequency was more than adequate to characterize
the time varying nature of the wearable communications channels studied in this
Chapter. The antennas used by both the TX and RX were omnidirectional sleeve
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dipole antennas with +2.3 dBi gain (Mobile Mark model PSKN3-24/55S4)1 in
free space.
3.4.2 Environments and Experiments
The experiments were conducted within three different indoor environments,
namely a laboratory, a seminar room and an open office area, in order to fully
encapsulate variations in room size, materials and furniture. These locations
were situated within the Institute of Electronics, Communications and Informa-
tion Technology (ECIT) at Queen’s University Belfast in the United Kingdom.
The laboratory (floor area of 4.75 m × 9.14 m) is situated on the second floor of
the ECIT building. As shown in Figure 3.3(a), it contained a number of chairs,
boxes, lab equipment, metal cabinets and desks constructed from medium density
fibreboard. The laboratory was unoccupied for the duration of the experiments
facilitating pedestrian free wearable channel measurements.
The seminar room with a floor area of 7.92 m × 12.58 m is located on the
first floor of the ECIT building. As shown in Figure 3.3(b), the seminar room
contained a large number of chairs, desks, a projector and a white board. It
also featured an external facing boundary wall constructed entirely from glass
with some metallic supporting pillars. Again, the seminar room was unoccupied
for the duration of the experiments. The open office area (floor area of 10.62 m
× 12.23 m) situated on the first floor of the ECIT building is illustrated using
the red rectangular outline in Figure 3.3(c). The open office area contained a
number of soft partitions, cabinets, PCs, chairs and desks. During the channel
measurements, one person was working at his desk, as indicated with the red fill
in Figure 3.3(c). It is worth noting that all three indoor environments consisted
of metal studded dry walls with a metal tiled floor covered with polypropylene-
fibre, rubber backed carpet tiles, and metal ceiling with mineral fibre tiles and
recessed louvred luminaries suspended 2.70 m above floor level.
1http://www.mobilemark.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/














































































Figure 3.3: Three indoor measurement environments: (a) laboratory (43.42 m2), (b)
seminar room (99.63 m2) and (c) open office (red rectangle: 129.88 m2).
To improve the generality of the field validations conducted here, another
wearable channel measurement was performed in a more sparse environment,
namely an outdoor car park area adjacent to the ECIT building as shown in
Figure 3.4. For the LOS wearable channel conditions, as shown in Figures 3.3 and
3.4, the test subject walked towards the RX in a straight line in each environment
(i.e. from 9 m point to 1 m point). It is worth remarking that the LOS wearable
channel measurement was conducted once for each environment.
3.5 Results
To abstract the composite fading signal for the wearable measurements, the es-
timated path loss was removed from the raw measurement data using the log-






Figure 3.4: Outdoor car park area environment used for the wearable channel measure-
ments.
into a distance based upon an estimate of the test subject’s velocity. The cor-
responding parameter estimates for the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading
model were obtained using a non-linear least squares routine programmed in
MATLAB to fit (3.6) to the wearable measurement data. As an example of the
model fitting, Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that the PDFs of the κ-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading model fitted to the measurement data for the chest (Figure 3.5)
and waist (Figure 3.6) positioned antenna within each environment. It is obvious
that the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model provided an excellent fit
to the measurement data for all of the considered cases.
Table 3.1 provides the parameter estimates for the κ-µ / inverse gamma model
for all of the considered wearable channels. As shown in Table 3.1, the κ param-
eter1 obtained for the indoor hallway, seminar and open office environments were
much lower than that for the outdoor car park environment. This is most likely
due to the fact that the outdoor environment exhibits the relatively anechoic
conditions (i.e. less multipath) compared to the indoor environments. This ob-
servation can be supported by the µ parameters for the indoor environments,
which were greater than those obtained for the outdoor environment. Conse-
quently, the total power of the scattered signal components in the outdoor car
park environment was lower than those for the indoor environments.
1The κ parameter, which defines the ratio of the total power of the dominant signal com-
ponents (δ2) to the total power of the scattered signal components (2µσ2), is equivalent to the
K factor of the Rice distribution when µ = 1.
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Figure 3.5: Empirical PDFs (circles) of the composite fading signal observed in the LOS
wearable links for the chest positioned antenna in the (a) laboratory, (b) seminar room,
(c) open office and (d) car park environments compared to the theoretical probability
of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model (continuous lines).
Also, the ms parameters obtained for the indoor hallway, seminar and open
office environments were found to be lower than that for the outdoor car park
environment. This suggests that the indoor LOS radio link still experienced
some shadowing even if a direct signal path existed. This observation was most
likely caused by the fact that contributing signal components other than those
arriving via LOS propagation, i.e. multipath components including both the
dominant and scattered signal contributions, were shadowed by the human body
and the surrounding obstacles in the indoor environments. On the other hand,
the outdoor LOS link suffered less from a fluctuation of the mean signal power
due to the relatively anechoic conditions which offered less opportunity for the
generation of shadowed multipath components.
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Figure 3.6: Empirical PDFs (circles) of the composite fading signal observed in the LOS
wearable links for the waist positioned antenna in the (a) laboratory, (b) seminar room,
(c) open office and (d) car park environments compared to the theoretical probability
of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model (continuous lines).
3.6 A Comparison with other Composite Fading
Models
To further demonstrate the versatility of the proposed composite fading model,
the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model was compared with other com-
posite fading models based on the κ-µ distribution, namely κ-µ / lognormal [24],
κ-µ / gamma [75] and shadowed κ-µ [73] models. To this end, the AICc was
utilised to ascertain the most probable model among these composite fading dis-
tributions for characterizing LOS wearable channels. Similarly, the respective
parameters for other composite fading models were firstly estimated using a non-
linear least squares routine programmed in MATLAB.
According to the calculated AICc values, the four candidate models were
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Table 3.1: Parameter estimates of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model for
all of the considered LOS wearable channel measurement data.
Environments Positions κ µ Ω ms
Laboratory
Chest 1.16 0.89 1.57 6.93
Waist 3.36 0.69 1.33 3.78
Seminar
Chest 0.78 0.65 1.80 1.87
Waist 1.62 0.74 1.67 5.51
Open Office
Chest 0.97 0.89 1.64 11.79
Waist 3.20 0.76 1.28 4.24
Car park
Chest 50.00 0.30 1.05 32.53
Waist 50.00 0.22 1.10 100.00
Table 3.2: AICc rank for all of the considered LOS wearable channel measurement
data.
Environments Positions
κ-µ / κ-µ / inverse κ-µ / shadowed
lognormal gamma gamma κ-µ
Laboratory
Chest 4 1 2 3
Waist 4 2 1 3
Seminar
Chest 2 1 4 3
Waist 4 1 2 3
Open Office
Chest 4 1 2 3
Waist 4 1 2 3
Car park
Chest 3 1 2 4
Waist 3 1 4 2
ranked as shown in Table 3.2. It was found that the κ-µ / inverse gamma com-
posite fading model was selected as the best model for all of the cases considered
in this Chapter with the exception of the waist position in the laboratory en-
vironment (i.e. 87.5% of the considered cases). In this case, the κ-µ / gamma
composite fading model provided the best representation of the measurement
data while the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model was chosen as the
second best model. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 3.7, the κ-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading model also provides an excellent fit to measurement data.
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Figure 3.7: Empirical PDF (circles), the κ-µ / inverse gamma PDF (continuous lines)
and the κ-µ / gamma PDF (dotted lines) for the waist positioned antenna in the
laboratory environment.
3.7 Conclusion
In this Chapter, a new composite fading model, namely κ-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading model, has been proposed to characterize the composite fading
signal observed in LOS wearable communications channels. This model assumes
that the mean power of the both dominant and scattered signal components is
subject to shadowing and weighted by an inverse gamma random variable. The
fundamental statistics of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model, such
as the PDF, CDF, MGF, higher order moments and AF, have been obtained in
convenient closed-form expressions.
The versatility of the proposed κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model
has been validated using a diverse range of LOS wearable channel measurements.
By considering the composite fading signal, it was able to take into account the
simultaneous impact of multipath and shadowing. Over all of the LOS wearable
channel measurements undertaken, the observed composite fading was well de-
scribed using the newly proposed model, i.e. κ-µ / inverse gamma composite
fading model. Most importantly though, using the AICc, it has been shown that
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the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model was chosen as the most likely
candidate model for the majority of cases.
The κ-µ fading model has been proven to model multipath for both conven-
tional and emerging wireless communications channels. Additionally, the κ-µ /
inverse gamma composite fading model includes other well-known distributions
as special cases (e.g. κ-µ, Rice, Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, etc.) and is also able to
approximate other composite fading models, which have been used in the gen-
eral area of wireless communications. Consequently, the κ-µ / inverse gamma
model will also find application in the general area of wireless communications




New Composite Fading Models
for NLOS Wearable Channels
Quite often in wearable communications channels, there may exist no direct signal
path between the TX and RX. This may happen for example when the user’s body
or building structures obstruct the optical LOS path between the TX and RX. In
this instance, it is more reasonable to assume that scattered multipath compo-
nents exist only, i.e. the wearable link is maintained by NLOS channel conditions.
Here, the mean power will be subject to shadowing which can be induced by the
user’s body or the local surroundings (or a combination of both). In order to in-
vestigate the characteristics of the composite fading signal experienced in NLOS
wearable channels, this Chapter proposes two different composite fading models,
namely F and η-µ/ inverse gamma composite fading models. Subsequently their
fundamental statistics such as the PDF, CDF, MGF, higher order moments and
AF are derived. Additionally, this Chapter also demonstrates the applicability
of the new NLOS models using an extensive set of field measurements. In par-
ticular, it compares the proposed composite fading models with other composite





The Nakagami-m distribution has gained widespread use to characterize multi-
path fading in NLOS channel conditions. Accordingly, there exist a number of
composite fading models associated with the Nakagami-m distribution, namely
Nakagami-m / lognormal model [67], Nakagami-m / gamma model [68] known
as the generalized K distribution (KG) and Nakagami-m / inverse Gaussian
model [72] known as the G distribution. Notably, their PDFs have been obtained
in closed-form with the exception of the Nakagami-m / lognormal model.
Recently, the η-µ distribution was proposed to represent the random variation
of the multipath fading signal under NLOS channel conditions. It is a generalized
fading distribution which includes as special cases other important distributions,
such as Rayleigh, Hoyt (Nakagami-q) and Nakagami-m distributions. Due to
its generality, new composite fading models based on the η-µ distribution have
been subsequently proposed. For example, the η-µ / gamma [76, 77] and η-µ /
inverse Gaussian [79] composite fading models were derived under the assump-
tion that the scattered signal components are subject to η-µ fading and its mean
power is shadowed. The derived PDFs in [76, 79] are expressed using infinite se-
ries expansions (i.e. not in closed-form) and thus their PDFs must be computed
numerically, rendering them intractable for use in the analytical calculations asso-
ciated with the performance evaluation of wireless systems. It is worth remarking
that closed-form for the PDF of the η-µ / gamma composite fading model was
presented in [77], but the resulting formulation is only valid for integer values of
the µ parameter.
Therefore, in this Chapter, new composite fading models, namely F and η-µ
/ inverse gamma composite fading models, have been proposed to characterize
the composite fading signal observed in NLOS wearable channels. The main
contributions of this Chapter can be summarized as follows
• The PDF, CDF, MGF, higher order moments and AF of the F compos-
ite fading model have been obtained in simple and convenient closed-form
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expressions.
• Closed-form expressions for the PDF, higher order moments and AF of the
η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model have been obtained along with
exact analytic expressions for the corresponding CDF and MGF.
• The generality of the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models
has been demonstrated through reduction to some special cases with a num-
ber of distributions as well as its ability to approximate other composite
fading models.
• An important empirical validation of the F and η-µ / inverse gamma com-
posite fading models for use in wearable communications channels is per-
formed.
• Using the AICc, it is also shown that these new models are regularly selected
as the most likely candidate model compared to other composite fading
distributions which are associated with the NLOS channel conditions, e.g.
KG, η-µ / gamma and η-µ / inverse Gaussian models.
4.2 Fundamental Statistics of the F Composite
Fading Model
4.2.1 Signal Model
In an F composite fading channel, the multipath fading is manifested by the same
propagation mechanisms responsible for Nakagami-m fading whereas the root-
mean-square (rms) power of the received signal is subject to random variation













4.2 Fundamental Statistics of the F Composite Fading Model
where ns represents the number of multipath clusters, Ii and Qi are independent
Gaussian random variables which denote the in-phase and quadrature phase com-
ponents of the cluster i, with E [Ii] = E [Qi] = 0, E [I2i ] = E [Q2i ] = σ2. Moreover,
Am is an inverse Nakagami-m random variable
1 with the shape parameter ms and
spread parameter 1/Ωs where Ωs is set equal to unity (i.e. Ωs = 1) and therefore











4.2.2 PDF and CDF
Using the aforementioned signal model in (4.1), this insinuates that
fR|Am(r|αm) =
2mmr2m−1








Now, substituting (4.3) and (4.2) into (3.3), performing a simple transformation
of variables and using [53, Eq. (3.326.2)] along with some algebraic manipulation,






The form of the PDF in (4.4) is functionally equivalent to the Fisher-Snedecor
F distribution2. The corresponding PDF of the instantaneous SNR of the F




B (m,ms) (mγ +ms γ¯)
m+ms
. (4.5)
1As mentioned in Chapter 3, the inverse gamma distribution can be efficiently used to
model shadowing of the signal power. The inverse gamma and inverse Nakagami-m random
variables are related by a simple quadratic transformation. Accordingly, the inverse Nakagami-
m distribution can be used to model shadowing of the rms signal power.
2Letting r2 = Ωx, m = d1/2, ms = d2/2 and performing the required transformation yields
the Fisher-Snedecor PDF, fx(x), with parameters d1 and d2.
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It is worth highlighting that the area under the resultant PDF has been ana-
lytically confirmed such that
∫∞
0
fγ(γ) dγ = 1. Based on (4.5), the CDF of the
instantaneous SNR of the F composite fading model can be obtained with the
aid of [53, Eq. (3.194.1)], such that
Fγ(γ) =
mm−1γm







4.2.3 Higher Order Moments and AF
The higher order moments and AF of the instantaneous SNR of the F compos-











− 1 = m+ms − 1
m (ms − 2) . (4.8)
4.2.4 MGF
With the aid of [53, Eq. (3.383.5)], making use of the generalized Laguerre polyno-
mials [94, Eq. (07.03.02.0001.01)] and carrying out some algebraic manipulation,


















which is valid for m + ms 6= N and ms 6= N. Nonetheless, these potential sin-
gularities can be straightforwardly circumvented by introducing infinitely small
perturbation terms which can be added to m+ms and ms respectively.
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4.3 Fundamental Statistics of the η-µ / Inverse
Gamma Composite Fading Model
4.3.1 Signal Model
Similar to the physical signal model proposed for the η-µ fading channel [48], the
received signal in an η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading channel is composed of
separable clusters of multipath waves propagating in a non-homogeneous environ-
ment. As discussed in Chapter 2.2.5, there exist two different formats according
to two corresponding physical models. It is worth highlighting that the Format 1
is only considered in this Chapter. Therefore, the in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents of the fading signal within each cluster are assumed to be independent
from each other and to have different power. Unlike the η-µ fading model, in
the η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model, the mean power of the scat-
tered waves is randomly fluctuated by shadowing. Following this definition, the








where ns represents the number of clusters of multipath, Ii and Qi are mutually
independent Gaussian random variables which denote the in-phase and quadra-
ture components of the cluster i, with E [Ii] = E [Qi] = 0, E [I
2
i ] = σ
2
I and
E [Q2i ] = σ
2
Q while A denotes an inverse gamma random variable with the shape
parameter ms and scale parameter ms/Ωs where Ωs is set equal to unity (i.e.
Ωs = 1) which is given in (3.2).
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4.3.2 PDF and CDF
Using the signal model given in (4.10), for the η-µ / inverse gamma composite
























By substituting (4.11) and (3.2) into (3.3), the PDF of the composite signal







































Now, performing a simple transformation of variables and applying equation [92,

























By letting γ = γ¯r2 /Ω , the corresponding PDF of the instantaneous SNR of the



























fγ(γ) dγ = 1. The CDF of the instantaneous SNR of the η-µ /
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By expanding the Gauss hypergeometric function in (4.15) in terms of the series































With the aid of [53, Eq. (3.194.1)], the CDF of the η-µ / inverse gamma composite
fading model can be obtained as
Fγ(γ) =
22µ−1 hµ
Γ (ms) Γ (2µ)
∞∑
i=0




















4.3.3 Higher Order Moments and AF
Similarly, the higher order moments of the instantaneous SNR of the proposed
η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model can be expressed using an infinite































1For |z| < 1, the Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1 (·, · ; ·; z) is defined as an infinite sum










4 and µ, γ,ms, γ¯ > 0, the denominator (2µhγ + msγ¯) is always greater than the
numerator (2µHγ) and thus z is always smaller than 1.
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With the aid of [53, Eq. (3.194.3)] and using the series representation of the
Gauss hypergeometric function given in (3.12), (4.18) can be reduced to
E [γn] =


























By substituting n = 1 and n = 2 in (4.19) respectively, E [γ] and E [γ2] are simply
given as
E [γ] =











































Using the following representation of the Gauss hypergeometric function [94, Eq.
(07.23.17.0054.01)],
2F1 (c− a , c− b ; c ; z) = (1− z)a+b−c 2F1 (a , b ; c ; z) (4.22)





























































By substituting the series expansion of the Gauss hypergeometric function [94, Eq.
(07.23.02.0001.01)] and then simplifying the Pochhammer terms, the following

























h2 +H2 + 2µh2
h2 (1 + 2µ)
. (4.26)
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The corresponding AF of the η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model can
eventually be obtained in closed-form as follows
AF =
h−(µ+2) (h2 −H2)µ (H2 + 2µh2 + h2) (ms − 1)
2µ (ms − 2) − 1. (4.27)
4.3.4 MGF
The MFG of the proposed η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model can
be derived from (4.14) using the exact infinite series expansion of the Gauss































With the aid of [53, Eq. (3.383.5)], making use of the generalized Laguerre
polynomials [94, Eq. (07.03.02.0001.01)], performing the necessary change of
variables and carrying out some algebraic manipulation, the corresponding MGF

















B (ms, 2µ+ 2i)
1F1
(






Similar to (3.27) and (4.9), the terms of ms + 2µ+ 2i and ms in (4.29) must not
equate to a positive integer. Again, these potential singularities can be straight-
forwardly circumvented by introducing infinitely small perturbation terms which
can be added to ms + 2µ+ 2i and ms respectively if required.
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4.4 Special Cases and Approximations
4.4.1 F Composite Fading Model
In (4.4), the ms parameter controls the amount of shadowing of the rms signal
power. As ms tends towards zero (i.e. ms → 0), the rms signal power in an F
composite fading channel is observed to undergo very heavy shadowing. Con-
versely, as ms approaches infinity (i.e. ms → ∞) there is no shadowing of the
rms signal power and thus the PDF given in (4.4) becomes equivalent to the
Nakagami-m PDF given in (2.4). Consequently, the F composite fading model
inherits all of the characteristics of the Nakagami-m fading model. Figure 4.1(a)
shows some examples for the special cases of the F composite fading model. It is
also worth highlighting the ability of the F composite fading model to approxi-
mate other more complicated composite fading models found in the literature. As
an example, Figure 4.1(b) shows that the F composite fading model (m, Ω, ms)
provides a good approximation to the Rayleigh / gamma (k, θ) [69], Nakagami-m
/ lognormal (m, al, sl) [67] and Nakagami-m / gamma (m, k, θ) [68] compos-
ite fading models. It should be noted that the ms and Ω parameters of the F
composite fading model were estimated using (3.29), (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32).
4.4.2 η-µ / Inverse Gamma Composite Fading Model
The PDF given in (4.13) represents an extremely versatile model as it inherits
all of the generality of the η-µ model. In (4.13), the ms parameter controls the
amount of the shadowing of the mean signal power. As ms → 0, the scattered
signal components are completely shadowed while as ms →∞, there is no shad-
owing present in the channel. Some special cases of the η-µ / inverse gamma
composite model are illustrated in Figure 4.2(a). When there is no shadowing of
the mean signal power, i.e. ms → ∞ (in reality, ms becomes large), the mean
signal power becomes deterministic and thus the η-µ / inverse gamma PDF given
in (4.13) coincides with the η-µ fading PDF in (2.8). It is worth highlighting that
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m = 2.4, ms = 100, Ω   = 2.4 
(Nakagami-m)
m = 1, ms = 100,  Ω   = 3.5  
(Rayleigh)
m = 0.5, ms = 100 ,  Ω   = 2.5  
(one-sided Gaussian)
m = 1, ms = 10.5
Ω  = 4.77, k = 8.5, θ  = 0.62 
(Rayleigh / gamma)
m = 1.3, ms = 23.1
Ω  = 21.2, k = 21.1, θ = 1.05 
(Nakagami-m / gamma)
m = 1.5, ms  = 10.7
Ω  = 11.78, al = 2.51, sl = 0.33 
(Nakagami-m / lognormal)
Figure 4.1: PDFs of the F composite fading model for the (a) special cases with well-
known distributions and (b) approximation of other composite fading models.
it can be also used to provide an accurate approximation of other lognormal- and
gamma-based composite fading models. For example, Figure 4.2(b) shows that
the η-µ / inverse gamma (η, µ, Ω, ms) composite fading model is in good agree-
ment with the Rayleigh / lognormal (al, sl) [65], Rayleigh / gamma (k, θ) [69]
and Nakagami-m / gamma (m, k, θ) [68] composite fading models. Again, the
ms and Ω parameters of the η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model were
estimated by matching their first and second moments and the corresponding
formulations are given in (3.29), (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32).
4.5 NLOS Wearable Channel Measurements
The same measurement setup and environments described in Chapter 3.4 was
again utilised for the NLOS wearable channel measurements presented here. The
same two wearable node positions were considered, namely the central-chest and
central-waist regions. To create the NLOS wearable channel conditions, the test
subject walked away from the RX in a straight line in each environment, i.e. from
1 m point to 9 m point. It is worth remarking that NLOS channel conditions
only occured when the direct optical path between the wearable node and RX
was obstructed by the test subject’s body.
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η  → 0,  μ = 1, ms = 7.5
Ω  = 2.86, k = 5.5, θ = 0.6 
(Rayleigh / gamma)
η  → 0,  μ = m = 1.2, ms = 6.1
Ω  = 5.14, k = 4.1, θ  = 1.5 
(Nakagami-m / gamma)
η  → 0,  μ = 1, ms  = 26.5
Ω  = 1.98, al = 0.7, sl  = 0.2 
(Rayleigh / lognormal)η = 4.5, μ = 2.4
(η-μ PDF)
η = q² = 40.6, μ = 0.5
(Nakagami-q PDF)
η → 0, μ = m = 1.8 
(Nakagami-m PDF)
η → 0, μ = 1
(Rayleigh PDF)
  ms  = 100, Ω = 1.6
Figure 4.2: PDFs of the η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model for the (a) special
cases with well-known distributions and (b) approximation of other composite fading
models.
4.6 Results
Similar to the data analysis performed for the LOS wearable channel measure-
ments in Chapter 3.5, the composite fading signal was extracted by removing the
estimated path loss from the raw measurement data using the log-distance path
loss. Following this, the corresponding parameter estimates for the F and η-µ /
inverse gamma composite fading models were obtained using a non-linear least
squares routine programmed in MATLAB to fit (4.4) and (4.13) to the NLOS
wearable measurement data.
As an example of the model fitting, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show that the PDFs
of the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models fitted to the measure-
ment data for the chest (Figure 4.3) and waist (Figure 4.4) positioned antenna
within each environment. It is clear that both the F and η-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading models provided an excellent agreement with the empirical data
for all of the considered cases.
Tables 4.1 provides the parameter estimates for the F and η-µ / inverse gamma
composite models for all of the wearable channels. For all of the considered wear-
able channels, the m parameters were found to be approximately 1, suggesting
that the composite fading conditions observed in wearable channels are similar to
those for the Rayleigh / inverse gamma fading channels. Inspecting Table 4.1, it
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Figure 4.3: Empirical PDFs (circles) of the composite fading signal observed in the
NLOS wearable links for the chest positioned antenna in the (a) laboratory, (b) seminar
room, (c) open office and (d) car park environments compared to the theoretical PDFs
of the F (black continuous lines) and η-µ / inverse gamma (red dotted lines) composite
fading models.
can be seen that the η parameters were observed to be unity (i.e. η = 1) with the
exception of the chest positioned antenna in the seminar environment, indicating
that the scattered wave power of the in-phase and quadrature components was
found to be identical. As expected, when η = 1 the parameter estimates for the
η-µ / inverse gamma composite model were equivalent to those for the F compos-
ite fading model. For example, for the case of the chest positioned antenna in the
open office environment, the η and µ parameters were 1.00 and 0.52 respectively
and the m parameter was 1.04 while the ms and Ω parameters were the same
(i.e. ms = 9.04 and Ω = 1.64). The Nakagami-m distribution can be obtained by
setting µ = m and µ→ 0 or µ→∞ in Format 1 as well as µ = m/2 and η → 1
in Format 1. Consequently, the η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model
(η = 1, µ = 0.52, Ω =1.64 and ms = 9.04) can be reduced to the F composite
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Figure 4.4: Empirical PDFs (circles) of the composite fading signal observed in the
NLOS wearable links for the waist positioned antenna in the (a) laboratory, (b) seminar
room, (c) open office and (d) car park environments compared to the theoretical PDFs
of the F (black continuous lines) and η-µ / inverse gamma (red dotted lines) composite
fading models.
fading model (m = 1.04, Ω =1.64 and ms = 9.04).
4.7 A Comparison with other Composite Fading
Models
To demonstrate the utility of the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading
models, their AICc values were evaluated and compared with those for other
composite fading models associated with the NLOS channel conditions, namely
KG, η-µ / gamma and η-µ / inverse Gaussian composite fading models. To this
end, their respective parameters were first estimated using the same approach (i.e.
a non-linear least squares) used for the parameter estimates of the F and η-µ /
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Table 4.1: Parameter estimates of the F and η-µ / inverse gamma models for all of the
considered NLOS wearable channel measurement data.
Environments Positions
F model η-µ / inverse gamma model
m Ω ms η µ Ω ms
Laboratory
Chest 1.04 1.65 8.92 1.00 0.52 1.65 8.92
Waist 0.90 1.78 7.05 1.00 0.45 1.78 7.05
Seminar
Chest 0.79 1.74 2.54 0.21 0.41 2.17 5.4
Waist 0.82 1.86 5.01 1.00 0.41 1.86 5.01
Office
Chest 1.04 1.64 9.04 1.00 0.52 1.64 9.04
Waist 0.92 1.76 4.29 1.00 0.46 1.76 4.29
Car park
Chest 1.07 1.74 50.00 1.00 0.53 1.74 50.00
Waist 0.98 1.62 3.80 1.00 0.49 1.62 3.80
inverse gamma composite fading models. Then the five candidate models were
ranked according to their AICc values as given in Table 4.2. It was observed that
either the F composite fading model or the η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading
model was determined as the best model for all of the considered cases with the
exception of the waist positioned antenna in office area and car park environments
in which the KG model was selected as the best model. Nevertheless, as shown in
Figure 4.5, the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models also provided
an excellent fit to measurement data compared to the KG model.
As discussed in Section 4.6, when η is equal to unity (i.e. η = 1) the η-µ /
inverse gamma model is equivalent to the F composite fading model and thus
they provided the same fit to the measurement data as shown in Figures 4.4 and
4.5. However, the F composite fading model has three parameters (i.e. m, Ω
and ms) while the η-µ / inverse gamma model contains four parameters (i.e. η,
µ, Ω and ms). As a result, although they provided the same fit to measurement
data, the F composite fading model was selected as the best model because the
F composite fading model has less number of parameters compared to the η-µ
/ inverse gamma model. In contrast, when η is not equal to unity (i.e. η 6= 1 )
the η-µ / inverse gamma model was selected as the best model (e.g. the chest
positioned antenna in the seminar environment).
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η-µ / η-µ / inverse
gamma gamma Gaussian
Laboratory
Chest 1 2 4 5 3
Waist 1 2 4 5 3
Seminar
Chest 2 1 3 5 4
Waist 1 2 3 4 5
Office
Chest 1 2 4 5 3
Waist 3 4 1 2 5
Car park
Chest 1 2 5 3 4
Waist 2 3 1 5 4
4.8 Conclusion
In this Chapter, two composite fading models, namely F and η-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading models, have been presented to characterize the composite fad-
ing signal observed in NLOS wearable communications channels. The fundamen-
tal statistics of the F composite fading model, such as the PDF, CDF, MGF,
higher order moments and AF, have been obtained in convenient closed-form ex-
pressions. For the η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model, the PDF, higher
order moments and AF have been obtained in closed-form while the CDF and
MGF have been expressed using infinite series representations (i.e. in analyti-
cal solutions). Both the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models
include many well-known distributions as special cases when they coincide with
the Nakagami-m and η-µ fading models respectively. Furthermore, it has also
been shown that they can be used to approximate other composite fading models
found in the literature.
The versatility of the proposed F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading
models has been validated using a range of the NLOS wearable channel measure-
ments. It has been shown that the parameter estimates for the η-µ / inverse
gamma composite model were equivalent to those for the F composite fading
model when η = 1 (i.e. the scattered wave power ratio between the in-phase
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Figure 4.5: Empirical PDF (circles), the KG (black continuous lines), F (black dotted
lines) and η-µ / inverse gamma PDFs (red dotted lines) for the waist positioned antenna
in the open office and car park environments.
and quadrature components of each cluster of multipath was found to be unity).
Consequently, the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models provided
the same fit to the measurement data when η = 1. Nonetheless, using an analysis
of the AICc, it has been found that the F composite fading model was determined
as the most likely candidate model due to its reliance on a fewer number of pa-
rameters compared to the η-µ / inverse gamma model (i.e. parsimony). On the
contrary, the η-µ / inverse gamma model was selected as the best model when
η 6= 1 (i.e. the scattered wave power of the in-phase and quadrature components
of each cluster of multipath was found to be different).
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Chapter 5
Mitigation of Micro and Macro
Fading
In wearable communications, the received signal can be subject to both multipath
and shadowing. At microwave frequencies, multipath fading is manifested by
scattering and reflections from the human body and nearby objects. In contrast,
shadowing is caused when the dominant and scattered components are obscured
by the wearer’s body and surrounding obstacles and people. All of these factors
can significantly impact the overall performance of wearable systems.
One well-known method of mitigating the deleterious effects of fading and
improving the signal reliability and the performance of wireless communications
systems is to employ diversity reception techniques. For wearable systems, spa-
tial diversity schemes are commonly applied compared to other diversity tech-
niques as they generally require no additional transmit power or bandwidth.
These are often implemented using two main configurations, namely micro- and
macro-diversity, which are differentiated according to the allocations of the an-
tennas. Therefore, in this Chapter, micro-diversity and macro-diversity systems
are utilised to investigate the potential improvement in signal reliability which
may be achieved for wearable communications channels through the mitigation




In a micro-diversity system, the antennas are typically positioned within a single
base station with a separation distance of the order of (or shorter than) the
signal wavelength. Micro-diversity is generally employed to overcome the effect
of multipath fading since sufficiently separated antennas within a single base
station are expected to experience different multipath. Over the last few years,
a number of studies on micro-diversity techniques have been conducted in the
context of wearable communications [26–31,98,99]. Although an improvement in
outage probability, a reduction in power consumption and a low switching rate
were investigated using cooperative diversity with an SEC scheme in [98,99], the
majority of studies on micro-diversity techniques for wearable communications
have considered only PSC, EGC and MRC schemes [26–31]. As discussed in
Chapter 1.2, these combining schemes can be resource consuming compared to
simpler TSC schemes and therefore they may be impractical for implementation
in wearable communications systems which favour low complexity, low cost and
ultra-low power architecture.
Therefore, this Chapter investigates the possible signal reliability improve-
ment for indoor wearable communications channels operating at 5.8 GHz using
a switched combining based micro-diversity system. Since no further benefit
can be obtained from having more than two signal branches in an SSC scheme,
dual-branch SSC, L-branch SEC and L-branch SECps schemes are considered.
Furthermore the fading observed at the output of each switched diversity com-
biner for wearable communications systems operating in Nakagami-m multipath
fading channels has been statistically characterized using diversity specific analyt-
ical equations. It is worth highlighting that analytical expressions for the output
envelope are presented instead of those for the output SNR since it is difficult to
measure the time-varying SNR in practice.
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5.1.1 Dual-branch SSC, L-branch SEC and L-branch SECps
Operating over Nakagami-mMultipath Fading Chan-
nels
There are a number of studies which describe the statistical behaviour of mul-
tipath fading in wearable communications channels using the Nakagami-m dis-
tribution [21, 51, 52, 54]. The PDF and CDF of the instantaneous SNR over a


















where Γl(·, ·) represents the lower incomplete gamma function [53, Eq. (8.350.1)].
For dual-branch SSC systems in which the input SNR is i.i.d. at both branches,
the PDF of the output SNR can be expressed from (2.13) such that1
fSSC (γ) =

Fγ (γT ) fγ (γ) , γ < γT
[1 + Fγ (γT )] fγ (γ) , γ ≥ γT .
(5.3)
By substituting (5.1) and (5.2) into (5.3), the PDF of the output SNR for dual-































, γ ≥ γT .
(5.4)
1For i.i.d case, pii in (2.14) is equivalent to 1/L (i.e. pii = 1/2 for dual-branch SSC systems).
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Then, performing a simple transformation of variables using the relationship of


































, r ≥ rT .
(5.5)
For L-branch SEC systems in which the SNR is i.i.d. at each of the L branches,








i fγ (γ) , γ ≥ γT .
(5.6)
Similarly, the PDF of the output envelope, R, of an L-branch SEC operating over
i.i.d. Nakagami-m multipath fading channels can be obtained by substituting
































, γ ≥ γT .
(5.7)
Then the PDF of output envelope of an L-branch SEC can be obtained by per-
forming the same transformation of variables as follows






































, r ≥ rT .
(5.8)
It has been shown that an SEC scheme with two branches can provide the same
performance as a dual-branch SSC scheme, accordingly (5.7) and (5.8) reduces
to (5.4) and (5.5) respectively when L = 2.
For L-branch SECps systems in which the SNR is i.i.d. at each of the L








i fγ (γ) , γ ≥ γT .
(5.9)
Again, using the same approach used for SSC and SEC schemes above, the PDFs
of the output SNR and envelope of an L-branch SECps over i.i.d. Nakagami-m











































































5.1.2 Measurement Setup and Experiments
The field measurements were conducted at 5.8 GHz in an indoor laboratory room
(4.75 m × 9.14 m × 2.70 m) as shown in Figure 5.1(a). The hypothetical base
station RX consisted of four identical sleeve dipole antennas aligned horizontally
along a straight line with an equal spacing of half-wavelength. These four RX an-
tennas were mounted such that they were vertically polarized on a non-conductive
height adjustable stand at an elevation of 0.83 m above the floor level. They were
connected to ports 1, 2, 3 and 4 of a Rohde & Schwarz ZVB-8 VNA using low-loss
coaxial cables and configured to record the magnitude of the b1 wave quantity
incident on ports 1, 2, 3 and 4 with a bandwidth of 10 kHz. The magnitude of
the b1 measurements were automatically collected and stored on a laptop through
a LAN connection, providing an effective channel sampling frequency of 56 Hz.
A pre-measurement calibration was performed to reduce the effects of known
systematic errors and cable loss using a Rohde & Schwarz ZV-Z51 calibration
unit.
For the TX, an ML5805 transceiver manufactured by RFMD was configured
to generate a continuous wave signal with a power level of +17.6 dBm at 5.8 GHz.
It was mounted in a vertically polarized orientation and parallel to the central-
chest region of an adult male of height 1.83 m and weight 80 kg. The antennas
used by both the TX and hypothetical base station RX were omnidirectional
sleeve dipole antennas with +2.3 dBi gain (Mobile Mark model PSKN3-24/55S2).
The measured azimuthal radiation patterns for the sleeve dipole antenna in free
space and placed at the central-chest region are presented in Figure 5.1(b). It
should be noted that the black arrow in Figure 5.1(b) denotes the direction that
the test subject was facing. In the experiments conducted here, two different
measurement scenarios were considered. These were LOS and NLOS walking
movements where the test subject walked towards and then away from the RX in
a straight line (between 1 m point and 9 m point away from the RX). They are








Figure 5.1: (a) Indoor laboratory environment (43.42 m2) and (b) the measured az-
imuthal radiation patterns for the sleeve dipole antenna in free space (dashed lines)
and located on the central-chest region (continuous lines) of the test subject.
wearable applications such as people tracking, fitness, monitoring systems for
safety etc. To improve the validity and robustness of the parameter estimates
obtained in this study, all measurements were repeated five times for each of the
scenarios. The mean recorded noise thresholds were observed to be −98.5 dBm,
−98.6 dBm, −98.6 dBm and −98.5 dBm for branches 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
The minimum data set sizes (from the individual trials) were 2417 and 2119 for
the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios, respectively.
5.1.3 Correlation and Power Imbalance
For a micro-diversity system to be effective, each RX branch should receive statis-
tically independent versions of the transmitted signal reducing the likelihood that
all branches are experiencing correlated fading. In general, two signals are said
to be effectively de-correlated if their cross-correlation coefficient is less than a
certain threshold (typically 0.71) [80]. Furthermore, each RX branch should have
similar average received power (i.e. low power imbalance). The cross-correlation
coefficient and power imbalance between all possible pairs of RX branches were
calculated using the approach described in Chapter 2.7 and their mean values av-




Table 5.1: Mean cross-correlation coefficient and mean power imbalance between all
possible pairs of branches.
All Possible Pairs
Cross-Correlation Coefficient Power Imbalance (dB)
LOS NLOS LOS NLOS
(1,2) 0.06 0.17 2.0 0.6
(1,3) 0.13 0.12 3.7 1.2
(1,4) 0.04 0.03 1.1 0.4
(2,3) 0.06 0.04 1.9 0.5
(2,4) 0.05 0.04 0.7 0.5
(3,4) 0.07 0.11 2.3 1.1
eraged over all of the trials are shown in Table 5.1. It is clear that the estimated
cross-correlation coefficients were always less than 0.2 for all of the considered
cases. Additionally, the mean power imbalances averaged over all possible pairs
were 2.0 dB (LOS) and 0.7 dB (NLOS) while the maximum power imbalances
were 3.7 dB (LOS) and 1.2 dB (NLOS). The low cross-correlation coefficients and
power imbalances obtained suggest that an RX equipped with multiple antennas
should be adequately positioned to supply a worthwhile DG.
5.1.4 Diversity Gain
The performance of SSC, SEC and SECps schemes for use in wearable communi-
cations was empirically evaluated in terms of their DGs. Here, the DG is defined
as the ratio of the signal level of the diversity combiner and that of the branch
with the highest mean for a given probability of signal reliability. It is worth
highlighting that all DG calculations were made at a signal reliability of 90 %.
As an additional quantitative measure, the DGs of SSC, SEC and SECps schemes
were compared with those calculated for a PSC scheme.
Figure 5.2 shows a short excerpt of the received signal power at branches 1 and
4 along with the output signal power of the hypothetical dual-branch SSC, SEC
and SECps with a switching threshold of −66 dBm for the LOS walking scenario
during the first trial. As shown in Figure 5.2, when branch switching occurs the
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Figure 5.2: Received signal power at branches 1 and 4 alongside the output signal
power of dual-branch SSC, SEC and SECps with a switching threshold of −66 dBm for
the LOS walking scenario during the first trial.
dual-branch SSC and SEC schemes operate identically, but dual-branch SECps
works slightly differently. This can be explained from the way that the TSC
system with dual-branch SSC and SEC switches to the other branch whenever the
signal level of currently selected branch falls below the predetermined switching
threshold. This path switching occurs irrespective of whether the signal level of
the other branch is above or below the switching threshold. Moreover, the signal
level of the other branch can be even lower than the one for currently selected
branch. In this case, the performance of TSC systems is degraded instead of
improved.
Similar to dual-branch SEC, a TSC system using a dual-branch SECps scheme
examines and finds an acceptable branch which is above the switching threshold.
However, unlike the SEC scheme, after examining all branches, the SECps scheme
switches to the branch with the highest signal level instead of the last examined
branch when no acceptable one is found. As an example of this behaviour, con-
sider two red ellipses shown in Figure 5.2, here, the dual-branch SSC and SEC
systems switched from branch 1 to 4 despite the fact that branch 4 had an even
lower signal level compared to branch 1 whereas the dual-branch SECps stayed
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Table 5.2: Mean DGs for dual-branch SSC, dual- and four-branch SEC, dual- and four-
branch SECps, dual- and four-branch PSC in the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios






SSC SEC SECps PSC SEC SECps PSC
LOS
−80 −0.1 −0.1 −0.1
4.2
−0.5 −0.5
5.8−60 1.8 1.8 4.1 2.7 5.4
−40 −0.9 −0.9 4.2 −2.2 5.8
NLOS
−80 1.6 1.6 1.6
5.4
1.5 1.5
7.9−60 1.1 1.1 5.4 2.2 7.9
−40 0.1 0.1 5.4 0.1 7.9
with branch 1.
Table 5.2 shows the mean DG statistics for dual-branch SSC, SEC and SECps
and four-branch SEC and SECps for both the LOS and NLOS walking scenar-
ios with three different switching thresholds, namely low (−80 dBm), medium
(−60 dBm) and high (−40 dBm). These values were determined based on the
average received signal power levels measured at each branch which ranged from
−65.9 dBm to −55.0 dBm. For comparison, the mean DGs for dual- and four-
branch PSC are also shown in Table 5.2. It should be noted that branches 1 and
4 were chosen for the analysis of dual-branch SSC, SEC, SECps and PSC. As
expected, the DGs for dual-branch SSC were the same as those for dual-branch
SEC. Among the three different TSC schemes, the SECps scheme provided the
highest DG. Also from Table 5.2, it is clear that the estimated DGs for both
the dual- and four-branch TSC systems were different according to the switching
threshold.
To further investigate the effect of different switching thresholds on the achiev-
able DG, Figure 5.3 shows the mean DGs for dual-branch SSC, four-branch SEC
and SECps with different switching threshold values ranging between −90 dBm
and −30 dBm for both the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios. As shown in
Figure 5.3, the performance of all the TSC schemes strongly depends on the pre-
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determined switching threshold and there exists an optimum switching threshold
which maximizes the DG. It is clear that a greater DG was achieved by all com-
biners for the NLOS scenario compared to the LOS scenario when the optimum
switching threshold was chosen. It was also observed that the DG obtained for
four-branch SECps with the optimum switching threshold was the same as the
one for the respective PSC system presented in Table 5.2.
However, when the switching threshold was considerably low or high compared
to the average received signal power level, there was no benefit to using a TSC
scheme. Interestingly, in contrast with dual-branch SSC and four-branch SEC,
the DG for four-branch SECps kept the same DG beyond the optimum switching
threshold. This is most likely due to the fact that the SECps scheme examines
all branches and selects the branch with the highest signal level when there is no
acceptable branch available. Therefore, when the switching threshold is high and
the signal level of all diversity branches are below the predetermined switching
threshold, it operates as a PSC scheme, monitoring the signal level of all branches
continuously and selecting the branch with the highest signal level.
5.1.5 Modelling of the Fading Observed at the Combiner
Output
Modelling of the fading characteristics at the output of the hypothetical combiners
was performed using the models presented in Chapter 5.1.1. The Nakagami m and
Ω parameters were estimated using a non-linear least squares routine programmed
in MATLAB to fit (5.5), (5.8) and (5.11) to the measured data. To allow a direct
comparison between the fading signals, the rms signal level was removed from
the output envelope. As an example of the results of the model fitting, the
PDFs of four-branch SEC and SECps with three different switching thresholds
for the LOS walking scenario during the second trial are presented in Figure 5.4.
The PDFs of four-branch SEC and SECps were in very good agreement with
the measured data confirming the validity of the modelling approach utilised
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Figure 5.3: Mean DG of (a) dual-branch SSC, (b) four-branch SEC and (c) four-branch
SECps for increasing values of the switching threshold for the LOS (blue continuous
lines) and NLOS (yellow continuous lines) walking scenarios along with the maximum
achievable DG at the optimum switching threshold.
here. As a measure of the goodness-of-fit, the RAD between the empirical and
theoretical PDFs was calculated using (2.22) and the corresponding RAD results
are presented in Table 5.3. For all the measurements, the estimated RAD values
were always less than 0.04, indicating that the theoretical models provided an
adequate fit to the measured wearable channel data.
Table 5.3 also provides the mean parameter estimates averaged over all of the
trials for dual-branch SSC, four-branch SEC and four-branch SECps in the LOS
and NLOS walking scenarios with three different switching thresholds. It is clear
that the mean Ω parameters (i.e. spread parameter) for the medium switching
threshold (−60 dBm) were smaller than those obtained for the low and high
switching thresholds with the exception of the SECps scheme. The subsequent
narrowing effect on the output envelopes can be observed in Figures 5.4(b) and
5.4(e). When compared with the PDFs for the low switching threshold shown in
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Figure 5.4: Empirical (bars) and theoretical (continuous lines) PDFs for the LOS walk-
ing scenario during the second trial: (a) 4-SEC with low threshold (−80 dBm); (b)
4-SEC with medium threshold (−60 dBm); (c) 4-SEC with high threshold (−40 dBm);
(d) 4-SECps with low threshold (−80 dBm); (e) 4-SECps with medium threshold
(−60 dBm); (f) 4-SECps with high threshold (−40 dBm).
Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(d), it is obvious that they had a lower number of signal
observations at low levels, suggesting that improvements in the received signal
were achieved. As shown in Table 5.3, this observation is also supported by
the mean signal power of the output envelopes (P ) for the medium switching
threshold which were greater than those for the low switching threshold.
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Table 5.3: Mean parameter estimates, mean signal power of the output envelopes and
mean RAD for dual-branch SSC, four-branch SEC and four-branch SECps in the LOS
and NLOS scenarios for different switching thresholds.
Thres- Dual-Branch SSC Four-Branch SEC Four-Branch SECps
hold
m Ω P RAD m Ω P RAD m Ω P RAD
(dBm) (dBm) (dBm) (dBm)
LOS Walking Scenario
−80 0.90 0.92 −65.1 0.009 0.94 0.93 −66.4 0.018 0.94 0.93 −66.4 0.018
−60 0.74 0.71 −63.3 0.016 0.78 0.61 −63.3 0.037 0.76 0.58 −63.1 0.028
−40 0.88 0.88 −65.6 0.010 0.85 0.85 −67.4 0.020 0.53 0.36 −61.1 0.021
NLOS Walking Scenario
−80 0.92 0.86 −74.3 0.014 0.94 0.84 −75.1 0.019 0.94 0.83 −75.1 0.022
−60 0.73 0.63 −71.7 0.014 0.60 0.46 −70.6 0.038 0.55 0.41 −69.8 0.039
−40 0.84 0.85 −74.2 0.015 0.92 0.89 −75.3 0.008 0.58 0.37 −69.0 0.042
When the switching threshold is high (-40 dBm) the selected branch for four-
branch SEC was switched almost every single time slot, even if the currently
selected branch had the highest signal level. This unnecessary path switching
causes considerable signal fluctuation. However, for the reasons discussed above,
the four-branch SECps scheme selects the branch with the highest signal level and
thus the selected branch is not switched every single time slot. Therefore four-
branch SEC [Figure 5.4(c)] had an empirical PDF with a greater spread and a
larger number of signal observations at low signal levels compared to four-branch
SECps [Figure 5.4(f)].
5.2 Macro-Diversity
In a macro-diversity system, the antennas are often located in different, spatially
separated base stations for which the spacing is much longer than the signal
wavelength. In this instance, the antennas are expected to experience differ-
ent shadowing hence macro-diversity is employed to mitigate these effects. Over
the last few decades, a number of studies investigating the use of spatial diver-
sity techniques have been performed in the context of wearable communications.
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However, the majority of these studies have focused on micro-diversity systems
positioned either on the human body or at a single base station with the aim of
mitigating the impact of multipath fading. The use of micro-diversity may not
be sufficient to overcome the arguably more critical signal degradations caused
by random shadowing events induced by the human body and obstacles in the
local surroundings.
To overcome the shadowing experienced in wearable communications chan-
nels, spatial diversity using antennas distributed across the human body has been
proposed [32, 33]. For example, in [32], front and back positioned antennas used
together with a PSC scheme provided mitigation of shadowing and an overall
improvement in signal reliability in outdoor wearable communications channels
at 2.45 GHz. In [33], six RX antennas were distributed across the front and back
torso of the human body to help overcome the detrimental effects of shadowing
in wearable communications within an indoor environment at 868 MHz. The
benefit of having more than two signal branches was demonstrated by comparing
the DGs between dual-branch and six-branch RX configurations. Nonetheless,
as mentioned in Chapter 1.2, there are many drawbacks to operating diversity
systems which are worn on the human body, including potential obtrusion to the
user, the additional weight added to the wearable systems associated circuity and
enclosures and also the extra drain on battery life.
Therefore, this Chapter also investigates the potential improvement in signal
reliability for outdoor wearable communications channels operating at 868 MHz
using macro-diversity arrangements based on L-base station SSC, L-base station
SEC and L-base station SECps. The impact of different switching thresholds on
the DG, number of path examinations and number of path switches of the various
combiner outputs has been studied to emphasize the importance of selecting an
appropriate switching threshold. Most importantly though, the fading behaviour
observed at the output of switched diversity combiners, i.e. from the perspective
of combiner output, has been statistically characterized using the diversity specific
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equations which were developed under the assumption of i.n.i.d. Nakagami-m
shadowing channels.
5.2.1 L-base Station SSC, SEC and SECps Operating over
Nakagami-m Shadowing Channels
As well as modelling multipath fading, the Nakagami-m distribution can be used
to describe shadowing of the signal amplitude owing to its relationship with the
gamma distribution. It is already well established that the gamma distribu-
tion can be used to model shadowing of the signal power [59] and gamma and
Nakagami-m random variables are related by a simple quadratic transformation.
Accordingly the signal power or equivalently SNR over a Nakagami-m channel is
distributed according to the gamma distribution [16,100].
When the shadowing observed at each of the base stations is assumed to be
i.n.i.d. the PDFs of the output SNR at L-base station SSC, L-base station SEC
and L-base station SECps systems are given in (2.13), (2.15) and (2.17), respec-
tively. Now substituting the Nakagami-m SNR PDF and CDF given in (5.1) and
(5.2) into (2.13), (2.15) and (2.17), the corresponding PDFs of the output SNR of
L-base station SSC, L-base station SEC and L-base station SECps systems oper-












































































































































































































































, γ ≥ γT .
(5.16)
5.2.2 Measurement Setup and Experiments
The wearable device used in this study was a purposely developed wireless sensor
node with dimensions of 45 mm × 60 mm × 1.6 mm as shown in Figure 5.5.
The unit consisted of a CC1110F32 RF transceiver manufactured by Texas In-
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struments (TI) which was configured to operate at 868 MHz using a printed
meander-line PCB monopole antenna. During the measurements, the unit was
configured to transmit a 9 byte data packet at a data rate of 500 Kbps using
minimum-shift keying. All data transmissions occurred at a regular interval of
20 ms with an output power level of 0 dBm.
The test subject (an adult male of height 1.70 m and mass 75 kg) wore a sports
T-shirt (86% polyester / 14% elastane) with a special holding pocket purposely
sown on to the garment at the front-central-chest region as shown in Figure 5.5.
The wireless sensor node was carefully positioned in the pocket such that the
printed antenna was in a plane parallel to the surface of the test subject’s body.
It is worth highlighting that the battery which was used to power the wireless
sensor node ensured that there was at least a 6 mm separation between the body
and the RF circuitry.
The hypothetical base station array consisted of 10 identical, equidistant base
stations which were positioned in a rectangular configuration with a length of
approximately 20 m and a width of 6.6 m as shown in Figure 5.6. The purposely
developed base station units also consisted of a CC1110F32 RF transceiver config-
ured to record the received signal strength of each received packet. The antenna
used by the base station units was a +3.0 dBi omnidirectional monopole antenna
with a 10 dB bandwidth of 61 MHz (833-894 MHz), positioned at a height of 1 m
from the ground level using a non-conductive support.
As shown in Figure 5.7, all of the experiments were carried out in an outdoor
playing field at the Ormeau Park within the city of Belfast in the United Kingdom.
They were designed to emulate the channel characteristics which may be present
in outdoor wearable applications such as sports and health monitoring, people
tracking and positioning, etc. Five individual measurement scenarios, all based
around a walking test subject, were considered as shown in Figure 5.6. These
scenarios can be broadly categorized into the walk path which the movement








Figure 5.5: Purposely developed garment with mounting pocket at front-central chest
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Figure 5.6: Five individual user movement scenarios: a rectangular shape walk path
(scenarios 1 and 2); a diagonal-line walk (scenario 3); a meandering walk path (scenarios
4 and 5).
diagonal-line walk path (scenario 3) and a meandering walk path (scenarios 4
and 5). It should be noted that dotted lines in Figure 5.6 and base station 5
represent the test subject’s walk path and the target base station, respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Satellite view of the measurement environment showing the positions of
base stations.
5.2.3 Results
In practice, it is the SNR which is of most interest in the analysis of the perfor-
mance of wireless systems, although it is difficult to measure SNR. In the study
of macro-diversity, the attempt to transform the received signal power into the
received SNR was performed. To this end, a number of noise floor measurements
were performed prior to the acquisition of the channel data. To improve the
robustness of the noise parameter estimates, these measurements were repeated
10 times. The corresponding mean recorded noise threshold was −100.9 dBm
while the corresponding lowest received signal power observed in the environ-
ment was −94.0 dBm. Following from this, the noise parameters µn (mean) and
σn (standard deviation) were first estimated from noise floor measurements using
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [101] under the assumption that noise
envelope was characterized by a Gaussian distribution [102]. The estimated noise
parameters obtained over the 10 repeated trials were then averaged and found to
be 0.0021 mV (standard deviation 0.017 uV) and 0.0006 mV (standard deviation
0.009 uV) for the µn and σn parameters, respectively. The total duration of the 10
repeated noise floor measurements was approximately 10 minutes. From the noise
parameter estimates, random variables representing the noise process were then
generated. Following from this, the received signal power was then transformed
into the received SNR using the definition of SNR (i.e. SNR = PSignal/PNoise
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Figure 5.8: Received signal power (continuous lines) at base station 1 for scenario 5
alongside the transformed SNR (dashed lines).
where PSignal and PNoise denote the signal power and noise power, respectively).
As an example, Figure 5.8 shows the received signal power at base station 1 for
scenario 5 along with its transformed SNR. The average received SNR at each base
station for all of the considered scenarios ranged between 22.6 dB and 34.0 dB.
Based on these averaged SNR values, three different switching thresholds were
determined, namely low (10 dB), medium (30 dB) and high (50 dB) switching
thresholds.
5.2.3.1 Base Station Correlation
Since any significant correlation between the signal received at each of the base
stations has the potential to degrade the DG, it is important to determine the
level of correlation which may exist. For a macro-diversity configuration to be
effective, the received signal at each base station should be statistically indepen-
dent. Figure 5.9 shows the CDFs of the cross-correlation coefficients calculated
for all of the considered scenarios. It is clear from the Figure 5.9 that the majority
of the estimated cross-correlation coefficients were between −0.7 and 0.7. This
result suggests that a switched combining based macro-diversity system equipped




Figure 5.9: CDFs of the calculated cross-correlation coefficients for all of the considered
scenarios.
5.2.3.2 Diversity Gain
To evaluate the potential improvement in the received signal reliability that could
be obtained using a switched combining based macro-diversity system with SSC,
SEC and SECps schemes, the concept of macro-diversity gain was utilised. This
is defined as the signal reliability improvement between the SNR of the diversity
combiner and that of the target base station for a given probability or signal
reliability. It should be noted that base station 5 was considered as the target base
station and all macro-diversity gain1 calculations were made at a signal reliability
of 90%. In this analysis, both dual- and four-base station configurations along
with two different groupings of base stations have been considered. These were:
group 1 a dual-base station configuration consisting of base stations 1 and 6;
group 2 another dual-base station configuration consisting of base stations 5 and
10; group 3 a four-base station configuration consisting of base stations 1, 4, 6
and 9; group 4 another four-base station configuration consisting of base stations
3, 5, 8 and 10.
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the DG statistics for dual-base station SSC, SEC
1Herein, for brevity, macro-diversity gain is simply referred as DG.
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Table 5.4: DGs for dual-base station SSC, SEC, SECps and PSC systems with three
different switching thresholds for all measurement scenarios and groupings.
Scenarios
Switching Macro-Diversity Gain (dB)
Threshold Group 1 (1, 6) Group 2 (5, 10)
(dB) SSC SEC SECps PSC SSC SEC SECps PSC
10 7.7 7.7 7.7 1.5 1.5 1.5
S1 30 2.8 2.8 10.6 10.6 −0.9 −0.9 6.2 6.2
50 −0.4 −0.4 10.6 −2.2 −2.2 6.2
10 −2.5 −2.5 −2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
S2 30 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4 3.8 3.8 5.1 5.1
50 −8.4 −8.4 6.4 −8.5 −8.5 5.1
10 6.2 6.2 6.2 1.9 1.9 1.9
S3 30 9.8 9.8 12.8 12.8 3.2 3.2 11.4 11.4
50 3.5 3.5 12.8 0.4 0.4 11.4
10 8.0 8.0 8.0 9.6 9.6 9.6
S4 30 11.1 11.1 16.5 16.5 12.2 12.2 15.3 15.3
50 5.7 5.7 16.5 4.1 4.1 15.3
10 7.8 7.8 7.8 6.8 6.8 6.8
S5 30 13.9 13.9 16.6 16.6 9.0 9.0 15.0 15.0
50 5.5 5.5 16.6 3.7 3.7 15.0
and SECps systems with groups 1 and 2 (Table 5.4), four-base station SEC and
SECps configurations with groups 3 and 4 (Table 5.5). For comparison, the
DGs for dual- and four-base station PSC are also shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
Considering a medium switching threshold, the benefit of having more than two
available base stations is demonstrated by comparing the DGs between dual-
and four-base station configurations. For example, four-base station SEC with
group 3 for scenario 1 provided a DG of 13.7 dB whereas dual-base station SEC
with group 1 achieved a DG of 2.8 dB. Moreover, for all of the groupings and
scenarios, dual-base station SEC provided the same performance as dual-base
station SSC.
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 also shows that the estimated DG not only varied according
to the different scenarios but also with different groupings. This observation can
be attributed to the fact that each base station experienced different shadowing
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Table 5.5: DGs for four-base station SEC, SECps and PSC configurations with three
different switching thresholds for all measurement scenarios and groupings.
Scenarios
Switching Macro-Diversity Gain (dB)
Threshold Group 3 (1, 4, 6, 9) Group 4 (3, 5, 8, 10)
(dB) SEC SECps PSC SEC SECps PSC
10 −0.5 −0.5 1.0 1.0
S1 30 13.7 13.7 13.7 12.3 13.2 13.2
50 0.2 13.7 −1.0 13.2
10 −2.5 −2.5 −3.6 −3.6
S2 30 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.6 7.6 7.8
50 −8.2 6.9 −6.5 7.8
10 1.1 1.1 1.8 1.8
S3 30 14.6 14.7 14.9 14.9 14.9 15.0
50 −2.0 14.9 0.2 15.0
10 12.2 12.2 9.3 9.3
S4 30 18.8 18.9 18.9 19.2 19.2 19.5
50 4.2 18.9 5.0 19.5
10 8.0 8.0 5.2 5.2
S5 30 18.2 18.3 18.4 18.2 18.2 18.3
50 4.0 18.4 5.1 18.3
intensities depending on the position and orientation of the test subject’s body
during each movement scenario. When comparing the DGs obtained across all
scenarios, the values obtained for scenario 4 were the highest. One possible
explanation for this is that the average SNR at the target base station (i.e. base
station 5) for scenario 4 was smaller than those for the other scenarios. This
occurred due to the direct signal path between the body worn node and the
target base station existing only for a relatively short length of time compared to
those for other scenarios due to the test subject’s movement.
To visually investigate the improvement in the received signal reliability using
switched diversity schemes, Figure 5.10 shows the received SNR time series at
base stations 1, 4, 6 and 9 (group 3) along with the output SNR of four-base
station SEC and SECps with a medium switching threshold (30 dB) for scenario 2.
When the currently selected base station suffered from deep fading due to the
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Base Station 1 Base Station 9
Base Station 6 Base Station 4
(a) SEC
(b) SECps
Figure 5.10: Received SNR at base stations 1 (blue), 4 (red), 6 (green) and 9 (yellow)
along with the output SNR (black) of four-base station switched diversity schemes for
scenario 2: (a) SEC and (b) SECps.
shadowing caused by the test subject’s body, switched combining based macro-
diversity systems selected and switched to another base station. Consequently, for
both the SEC and SECps schemes, the majority of SNR values below the 30 dB
level (the predetermined switching threshold) were eliminated. This suggests that
a macro-diversity system using either an SEC or SECps scheme made up of base
stations 1, 4, 6 and 9 can mitigate shadowing effect of the person’s body and
achieve a significant improvement in signal reliability.
For a dual-base station configuration operating with a medium switching
threshold, group 1 always provided a greater DG than group 2 with the exception
of scenario 4. This suggests that the location of the base stations in group 1
was more appropriate compared to group 2 in general. However, for a four-base
station configuration, groups 3 and 4 provided similar DGs for all of the move-
ment scenarios. As well as this, for the majority of the movements considered
in this study, adding the two additional base stations also offered no significant
difference in the DGs provided by the SEC and SECps schemes when a medium
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switching threshold was selected. For example, as shown in Table 5.4, the DGs
for dual-base station SEC and SECps with group 1 for scenario 1 were 2.8 dB and
10.6 dB, respectively. On the other hand, as shown in Table 5.5, for four-base
station SEC and SECps with group 3, both had the same DG which was 13.7 dB.
These observations suggest that a switched diversity system with more than two
base stations is less affected by the location of the base stations and thus provides
a more stable performance in terms of signal reliability.
Additionally, it was also found that the estimated DGs for both the dual-base
station and four-base station configurations strongly depended on the switching
threshold. For example, the DGs for four-base station SEC with group 3 for
scenario 2 were -2.5, 6.8 and -8.2 dB at the low, medium and high switching
thresholds, respectively. Interestingly, negative DGs were also observed at the
low and high switching thresholds, indicating that there was no benefit to using
a switched diversity scheme with these switching thresholds.
To further examine the effect of different switching thresholds on the achiev-
able DG, Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the DGs for four-base station SEC and
SECps respectively with different switching threshold values ranging between
0 dB and 60 dB for all of scenarios. It is obvious that the estimated DGs varied
according to the switching threshold, but there always existed an optimum switch-
ing threshold which maximizes the DG. With the optimum switching threshold,
both four-base station SEC and SECps systems provided almost the same DG as
an equivalent PSC system.
While the DG for four-base station SEC decreases beyond the optimum switch-
ing threshold, the DG for four-base station SECps became saturated at the max-
imum achievable DG level. This was most likely due to the different combining
methods implemented by SEC and SECps schemes. The SEC scheme selects
the last examined base station when no acceptable base station is found after
examining all available options. On the other hand, the SECps scheme selects
the best path which has the highest SNR among all paths instead of the last
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Figure 5.11: Effect of different switching thresholds on achievable DG of four-base sta-
tion SEC with group 3 (continuous lines) and group 4 (dashed lines) for all of movement
scenarios.
examined base station. The SECps scheme therefore acts as a PSC scheme when
the switching threshold is high and no acceptable path is found after examining
all diversity paths.
5.2.3.3 Number of Path Examinations and Switches
To evaluate the trade-off between performance and complexity (which is related
to energy consumption), the number of path examinations and number of path
switches between base stations for SEC and SECps schemes were evaluated. As
shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, the number of path examinations and switches for
the SEC and SECps schemes were almost the same when the switching threshold
was low while the SECps scheme had a greater number of path examinations
and switches compared to the SEC scheme at the middle and high switching
threshold levels. Again, this was most likely due to the fact that when there
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Figure 5.12: Effect of different switching thresholds on achievable DG of four-base
station SECps with group 3 (continuous lines) and group 4 (dashed lines) for all of
movement scenarios.
is no acceptable base station available the SEC scheme usually selects the last
examined base station while the SECps scheme selects the best performing base
station. Consequently, for an L-base station arrangement, the SEC scheme has at
most L−1 path switches whereas the SECps scheme has at most L path switches,
i.e. the number of path switches for the SECps scheme is usually greater than
that for the SEC scheme. They are the same only if the last examined base
station has the highest SNR.
Likewise, for an L-base station arrangement, when the RX switches from the
(L− 1)th base station to the Lth base station (i.e. last base station), the SECps
scheme still needs to monitor the received SNR at the Lth base station whereas the
SEC scheme does not need to do this because it switches to the Lth base station
anyway irrespective of whether the received SNR at the Lth base station is above
the switching threshold or not. Based on the DG, number of path examinations
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Figure 5.13: DG, the number of path examinations and number of path switches for
scenario 5 using the group 3 configuration with four-base station SEC and SECps
schemes for different switching thresholds. For comparison, four-base station PSC
using the group 3 is also presented.
and number of path switches, it was observed that the SECps scheme provided
a greater DG, but the additional number of path examinations and switches will
lead to more energy consumption compared to the SEC scheme.
When compared with a PSC scheme, as shown in Figures 5.13(a) and (b), the
SECps scheme had a smaller number of path examinations at medium switching
threshold levels, but it had a similar DG. This was due to the fact that the PSC
scheme monitors the SNR of all of the base stations simultaneously and then
selects the base station with the highest SNR. Therefore, at medium switching
threshold levels, the SECps scheme prevents the unnecessary monitoring while
providing a similar performance compared to the PSC scheme, suggesting that
the SECps scheme is less complex and thus more energy efficient compared to
the PSC scheme. However, as expected, it was observed that the number of path






















Figure 5.14: DG, the number of path examinations and number of path switches for
scenario 5 using the group 3 configuration with four-base station SEC and SECps
schemes for different switching thresholds. For comparison, dual-base station SEC and
SECps using the group 1 configuration are also presented.
Figures 5.14(a)-(c) show a comparison of the DG, number of path examina-
tions and number of path switches between base stations for dual- and four-base
station SEC and SECps. While it is obvious that four-base station configura-
tions provided a greater DG (higher performance) than dual-base station con-
figurations, they also had a significantly greater number of path examinations
and switches (higher complexity and higher energy consumption). Therefore the
choice as to which configuration and scheme to implement for wearable systems
will come down to a choice between performance and complexity. For some,
but not all cases (see Figures 5.13, 5.14 and Tables 5.4 and 5.5), a dual-base sta-
tion configuration with the appropriate switching threshold/technology may offer




5.2.3.4 Fading Statistics at the Output of the Switched Combiners
To characterize the fading behaviour at the output of the hypothetical switched
combiners, the diversity specific analytical equations for L-base station SSC, SEC
and SECps systems operating in i.n.i.d. Nakagami-m shadowing channels were
fitted to the empirical data. The Nakagami m and γ¯ parameters were estimated
using a non-linear least squares routine written in MATLAB to fit (5.12), (5.14)
and (5.16) to the measurement data. Again, dual- and four-base station config-
urations with the same groupings presented in Chapter 5.2.3 were considered. It
should be noted that the minimum data set size used for the parameter estimation
was 761 samples.
As an example of the results of the model fitting process, Figure 5.15 shows the
PDFs of four-base station SEC and SECps (group 3) with three different switching
thresholds for scenario 5. The RAD was evaluated to provide a quantitative
measure of the goodness-of-fit of the theoretical PDFs with the measured data.
As the RAD tends towards zero, the test PDF (i.e. theoretical PDF) is in very
good agreement with the true PDF (i.e. empirical PDF). The corresponding
RAD analysis results are presented in Table 5.6. For the majority of cases, the
estimated RAD values were less than 0.1, suggesting that the theoretical models
for four-base stations SEC and SECps provided an adequate fit to the measured
data.
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 provide the parameter estimates for four-base station SEC
and SECps (group 3) respectively with three different switching thresholds for
all of the considered movement scenarios. As shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8, the
parameter estimates obtained for the fading experienced at each of the consid-
ered base stations were different, suggesting that each base station experienced
non-identical shadowing. Additionally, as expected, the parameter estimates also
varied according to the user’s movement. For example, when comparing sce-
narios 4 and 5 for four-base station SECps with a medium switching threshold
(30 dB), the estimated m parameters for scenario 4 were higher than those for
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Figure 5.15: Empirical (circles) and theoretical (continuous lines) PDFs for scenario 5
with group 3 for four-base station SEC with (a) low, (b) medium and (c) high switching
thresholds and four-base station SECps with (d) low, (e) medium and (f) high switching
thresholds.
scenario 5. This suggests that the fading observed at the four base stations during
scenario 4 suffered less from shadowing compared to scenario 5. This observation
is supported by the fact that the average SNR for the output of four-base station
SECps for scenario 4 (36.4 dB) was greater than that for scenario 5 (35.8 dB).
As shown in Figure 5.15, the shapes of the PDFs were different according
to the switching threshold that was adopted. When a low switching threshold
was chosen (i.e. 10 dB) the PDFs of both SEC and SECps were the same as
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Table 5.6: Estimated resistor-average distance for all of the considered cases.
Switching Sce-
Dual-Base Station Four-Base Station
Threshold narios
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
SEC SECps SEC SECps SEC SECps SEC SECps
Low
S1 0.0267 0.0224 0.0213 0.0213 0.0070 0.0206 0.0139 0.0135
(10 dB)
S2 0.0194 0.0441 0.0201 0.0120 0.0106 0.0252 0.0192 0.0238
S3 0.0150 0.0162 0.0467 0.0309 0.0153 0.0297 0.0085 0.0172
S4 0.0172 0.0239 0.0137 0.0175 0.0070 0.0316 0.0107 0.0096
S5 0.0246 0.0232 0.0208 0.0162 0.0048 0.0107 0.0098 0.0182
Medium
S1 0.0091 0.0061 0.0211 0.0067 0.0206 0.0107 0.0254 0.0238
(30 dB)
S2 0.0385 0.0115 0.0280 0.0120 0.0779 0.0111 0.0529 0.0178
S3 0.0465 0.0067 0.0279 0.0081 0.0159 0.0064 0.0168 0.0129
S4 0.0233 0.0600 0.0193 0.0083 0.0190 0.0258 0.0337 0.0137
S5 0.0540 0.0089 0.0104 0.0258 0.0356 0.0120 0.0388 0.0124
High
S1 0.0159 0.0049 0.0359 0.0067 0.0190 0.0151 0.5051 0.0262
(50 dB)
S2 0.0195 0.0130 0.0120 0.0099 0.0090 0.0109 0.0226 0.0135
S3 0.0150 0.0110 0.0074 0.0039 0.0119 0.0061 0.0197 0.0062
S4 0.0887 0.0557 0.0273 0.0072 0.0614 0.0122 0.0155 0.0158
S5 0.0104 0.0061 0.0241 0.0081 0.0222 0.0108 0.0221 0.0099
shown in Figures 5.15(a) and (d). This was most likely due to the fact that path
switching between base stations rarely occurred at low switching threshold levels.
More specifically, as shown in Figure 5.16(a), there was only one instance of
path switching between base stations (base station 6 → 9) with the hypothetical
switched combiner selecting base station 9 for the remainder of the time. As
evidence for this, Figure 5.16(b) shows that the PDF of the output SNR of four-
base station SEC and the PDF of the received SNR at base station 9. It is clear
that these two PDFs were similar. It is worth remarking that the PDF of the
received SNR at base station 9 in Figure 5.16(b) was generated using the received
SNR beyond the vertical line in Figure 5.16(a) which represents path switching
from base station 6 to 9.
On the contrary, path switching between base stations occurs during almost
every single time slot when the switching threshold is high (50 dB). This is par-
ticularly evident from Figure 5.17, where the SEC scheme switched from the
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Table 5.7: Parameter estimates for four-base station SEC with three different switching
thresholds for all of the considered movement scenarios in group 3 (base stations 1, 4,
6, and 9).
Scenarios m1 γ¯1 m2 γ¯2 m3 γ¯3 m4 γ¯4
Low Switching Threshold (10 dB)
S1 2.9 52.7 6.4 13.3 15.0 6.8 1.6 2.9
S2 9.0 14.6 4.1 59.4 15.0 7.1 15.0 9.0
S3 2.1 100.0 4.2 39.3 9.3 11.6 15.0 2.1
S4 8.0 14.3 3.8 64.2 15.0 7.1 15.0 7.5
S5 4.2 73.6 3.1 100.0 7.5 21.1 15.0 8.7
Medium Switching Threshold (30 dB)
S1 3.9 58.3 0.5 0.1 10.0 1.5 0.8 62.9
S2 2.5 100.0 15.0 44.5 8.2 64.2 15.0 44.5
S3 15.0 1.8 11.7 1.1 0.6 80.6 6.1 58.1
S4 9.8 64.7 0.9 100.0 3.5 100.0 15.0 46.6
S5 0.8 62.8 4.7 58.9 15.0 1.0 9.1 4.8
High Switching Threshold (50 dB)
S1 14.0 59.7 1.8 22.9 13.5 41.5 11.6 74.5
S2 1.7 25.1 8.1 32.9 12.9 83.1 5.0 51.3
S3 7.3 20.7 1.5 18.9 13.7 28.6 5.9 51.7
S4 8.1 49.1 13.7 35.4 5.5 58.5 1.7 26.2
S5 4.6 25.0 7.3 22.9 6.1 64.2 1.7 29.4
currently selected base station to another base station even if the presently se-
lected base station had the highest SNR, causing a degradation in the overall
performance. As a result of this, there was a significant increase in the spread
of the output SNR as shown in Figure 5.15(c). It is worth remarking that the
SECps scheme does not follow this regime when the switching threshold is high,
as it favours the base station with the highest SNR when no acceptable signal
base station is above the switching threshold (Figure 5.17). In this scenario, the
SECps scheme effectively operates as a PSC scheme. Therefore, unlike the SEC
scheme, the majority of the SECps output SNR levels were in the reduced range
from 25 dB to 45 dB, which resulted in an empirical probability density with a
significantly reduced spread as shown in Figure 5.15(f).
For both the SEC and SECps schemes, when the switching threshold was
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Table 5.8: Parameter estimates for four-base station SECps with three different switch-
ing thresholds for all of the considered movement scenarios in group 3 (base stations 1,
4, 6, and 9).
Scenarios m1 γ¯1 m2 γ¯2 m3 γ¯3 m4 γ¯4
Low Switching Threshold (10 dB)
S1 0.9 46.7 12.8 11.2 15.0 54.6 4.4 3.8
S2 1.5 53.5 15.0 13.2 12.0 13.2 14.1 7.9
S3 1.3 34.0 15.0 2.0 2.1 6.3 15.0 2.3
S4 1.8 68.1 15.0 18.8 9.3 16.9 14.1 88.1
S5 1.6 61.4 15.0 10.8 15.0 62.9 7.6 15.4
Medium Switching Threshold (30 dB)
S1 4.2 61.2 0.5 48.9 15.0 7.1 15.0 7.1
S2 13.4 0.4 0.7 38.0 9.0 53.3 9.6 0.1
S3 0.5 30.5 7.6 59.7 15.0 19.6 15.0 19.6
S4 0.5 45.8 15.0 10.9 9.7 62.6 15.0 14.3
S5 5.1 60.9 0.5 100.0 2.9 0.4 8.9 0.2
High Switching Threshold (50 dB)
S1 5.8 33.4 15.0 9.4 3.3 55.6 0.5 31.2
S2 7.6 26.9 5.1 51.0 15.0 34.1 0.5 30.4
S3 6.2 19.9 15.0 29.8 6.7 56.6 0.5 30.6
S4 6.8 58.7 14.9 32.5 0.5 21.0 0.5 41.7
S5 5.2 52.7 12.0 28.0 15.0 11.8 1.4 50.6
set at a medium value (30 dB), the majority of combiner output SNR levels
ranged between 25 dB and 45 dB as shown in Figures 5.15(b) and (e). These
were almost identical to those obtained for the SECps scheme configured with
a high switching threshold, i.e. a PSC scheme, although occasionally the SEC
scheme still had instances where the combiner output SNR was below 15 dB.
When compared in terms of the number of path examinations and achievable
DG, the SECps scheme operating with a medium switching threshold provided
a more favourable alternative because it achieved sufficient performance with a
lesser number of path examinations compared to the PSC scheme.
Further evidence of the benefits of having more than two base stations can
also be realised by analysing the fading statistics at the output of the switched di-







Figure 5.16: (a) Received SNR at base stations 6 and 9 along with the output SNR of
four-base station SEC (continuous lines); (b) PDFs of the output SNR (circle symbols)
of four-base station SEC and the received SNR (continuous lines) at base station 9.
It should be noted that the received SNR at base stations 1 and 4 in group 3 are not
shown in Figure 5.16(a) for clarity.
Figure 5.17: Excerpt of the SNR time series obtained for scenario 5 comparing four-base
station SEC and SECps with the received SNR at base stations 1, 4, 6 and 9.
SEC and SECps with group 2 and four-base station SEC and SECps with group 4
for scenario 2 when a medium switching threshold was adopted. It is obvious that
for both the SEC and SECps schemes, the four-base station configurations had
a lower number of signal observations at low SNR levels and a higher number of
signal observations at high SNR levels than the dual-base station configurations.
More specifically, as shown in Figure 5.18(a), the dual-base station configuration
had some output SNR levels which were less than 15 dB whereas the four-base
station configuration had no output SNR less than 15 dB. This result indicates
that an additional improvement in the signal quality can be achieved by imple-
menting a four-base station macro-diversity configuration, in which case all SNR
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Figure 5.18: Empirical (symbols) and theoretical (continuous lines) PDFs for scenario
2 for dual-base station with group 2 (circle symbols) and four-base station with group 4
(triangle symbols) for both (a) SEC and (b) SECps schemes with a medium switching
threshold.
drops below 15 dB level will be eradicated. Again, it was shown that the theo-
retical PDFs provided an adequate fit to empirical PDFs with the exception of
the dual- and four-base station SEC schemes at SNR levels below the switch-
ing threshold. Table 5.9 provides a sample of the parameter estimates obtained
for both dual- and four-base station SEC and SECps with a medium switching
threshold for scenario 2 to allow the reproduction of the theoretical probability
densities presented in Figure 5.18.
5.3 Conclusion
The potential improvement in the received signal for indoor wearable communica-
tions at 5.8 GHz using micro-diversity configurations based on dual-branch SSC,
dual- and four- branch SEC, dual- and four-branch SECps has been evaluated in
terms of their DGs. Among these switched diversity schemes, the SECps scheme
provided a better performance than both SSC and SEC schemes. It has been
observed that up to 7.9 dB DG can be achieved when using four-branch SECps.
The impact of different switching thresholds has also been investigated and the
importance of selecting the optimum switching threshold has been emphasized.
When a medium switching threshold was adopted, the mean Ω parameter (i.e.
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Table 5.9: Parameter estimates for dual-base station SEC and SECps with group 2
(base stations 5 and 10) and four-base station SEC and SECps with group 4 (base
stations 3, 5, 8, and 10) at the medium switching threshold for scenario 2.
Dual-base Station Four-base Station
m1 γ¯1 m2 γ¯2 m1 γ¯1 m2 γ¯2 m3 γ¯3 m4 γ¯4
SEC 6.99 46.45 0.50 51.68 0.88 100.00 0.88 100.00 6.01 81.90 15.00 49.58
SECps 6.86 47.09 0.50 26.92 4.64 65.64 0.78 100.00 0.50 0.10 10.52 0.10
spread parameter) was observed to decrease, resulting in a reduction of the spread
of the output envelope. It has also been shown that for the scenarios considered
in this study, an SECps scheme provided almost the same performance as a PSC
scheme when the optimum switching threshold was chosen. An analysis of the
output envelope of dual-branch SSC, four-branch SEC and SECps operating in
i.i.d. Nakagami-m multipath fading channels has been presented and shown to
provide a good fit to the measured wearable channel data.
This Chapter has also investigated the potential improvement in signal relia-
bility for outdoor wearable communications channels operating at 868 MHz using
macro-diversity arrangements based on dual-base station SSC, SEC and SECps
and four-base station SEC and SECps. The benefit of having more than two sig-
nal base stations has been demonstrated by comparing the DGs between a range
of dual- and four-base station configurations. It was found that for the scenarios
considered here, switched diversity systems consisting of four-base station con-
figurations were less affected by the location of the individual base stations and
thus provided a more stable performance (in terms of signal reliability). Among
the three different switched diversity schemes, the SECps scheme provided the
best performance for all scenarios and groupings. The results have shown that
this type of switched diversity system can provide up to 19.5 dB DG when using
a four-base station arrangement. However, this improvement is not open-ended
as it will add extra complexity to the design of the switched diversity system.
The impact of different switching thresholds on the DG, number of path ex-
aminations and number of path switches of the various combiner outputs has
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been studied to emphasize the importance of selecting an appropriate switching
threshold. It was observed that there exists an optimum switching threshold
which maximizes the performance for this type of the wearable system. More
specifically, at the optimum switching threshold, the switched diversity system
can provide considerable performance with much fewer path examinations when
compared to the PSC scheme. It was also found that while a four-base station
switched diversity system provides higher DG than a dual-base station switched
diversity system, this comes at the cost of having a greater number of path exam-
inations and switches. This result indicates that there exists a trade-off between
DG (performance) and the number of path examinations and path switches be-
tween base stations (complexity and energy consumption).
In direct contrast to this, an inappropriate switching threshold may cause
not only the substandard performance of the wearable systems but also greater
energy consumption due to the unnecessary path examinations and needless path
switches between base stations. In this case, no additional benefit is obtained
using a switched combining based macro-diversity system. Consequently, the
appropriate switching threshold must be carefully chosen so that the switched
combining based macro-diversity system works as desired. In this study, each
scenario was found to have a different optimum switching threshold. Nonetheless,
among the three switching threshold levels which were considered, the medium
switching threshold (30 dB) was found to be quite close to the optimum switching
threshold for all of the scenarios.
Finally, a statistical analysis of the switched diversity combiner output has
been presented under the assumption of i.n.i.d. Nakagami-m shadowing channels.
Over all of the considered measurement scenarios, the PDFs of the switched
combiner including SSC, SEC and SECps schemes have been shown to provide an
adequate fit to the fading observed at the output of the virtual switched combiner.
From the parameter estimates, it was found that each base station experienced
non-identical Nakagami-m shadowing. The parameter estimates also suggest that
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Mitigation of Combined Micro
and Macro Fading
The previous Chapter investigated the potential improvement in signal reliability
which may be obtained in wearable communications channels using a switched
combining based micro-diversity system (to overcome multipath) and a switched
combining based macro-diversity setup (to mitigate shadowing). In many sce-
narios, the received signal in wearable systems may experience multipath and
shadowing simultaneously. In this instance, the use of either micro-diversity or
macro-diversity in isolation may not be sufficient to overcome the deleterious
effects caused by the simultaneous existence of multipath and shadowing. There-
fore, in this Chapter, a systematic investigation of the utilisation of both micro-
and macro-diversity techniques to mitigate multipath and shadowing in wearable
communications channels is undertaken.
6.1 Introduction
Over the last few decades, relatively few studies have been published on the com-
bined micro- and macro-diversity systems operating in fading channels [103–106].
For example, an analytical expression for the outage probability in correlated
gamma shadowing channels has been provided when MRC and PSC schemes
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are considered at the micro-level and macro-level respectively [103]. Modula-
tion schemes using this type of setup have also been considered [104], Here, the
performance of M-ary differential phase shift keying (MDPSK) with EGC based
micro-diversity and PSC based macro-diversity techniques was evaluated in terms
of its bit error rate (BER) and outage probability.
For convenience, these studies have only considered a PSC scheme at the
macro-level due to its low complexity and ease of implementation. As discussed
in Chapter 5, an SECps scheme can provide a comparable performance (with
less complexity) compared to a PSC scheme when the optimum switching thresh-
old is chosen. As well as this, a study on the utility of a combined micro- and
macro-diversity system has not been performed in the context of wearable com-
munications yet. Motivated by these two factors, in this Chapter, the potential
improvement in signal reliability for wearable communications channels operat-
ing at 5.8 GHz using a combined micro- and macro-diversity system has been
investigated. To this end, an MRC scheme is considered at the micro-level (i.e.
at each base station) while an SECps scheme is used at the macro-level to switch
between the base stations, i.e. a combined MRC-SECps system.
6.2 Measurement System and Experiments
The same wireless node used for the TX in Chapter 3 was also utilised for the TX
in this Chapter. The TX was alternated between four different positions of an
adult male of height 1.83 m and weight 73 kg using a small strip of Velcro R©. These
were central-chest, right-head, right-pocket and right-wrist positions. As shown in
Figure 6.1, the hypothetical micro- and macro-diversity system considered in this
study consisted of four spatially separated base stations where each base station
availed of two micro-diversity branches (separated by a distance of 0.28 m). The
RX branches featured an identical ML5805 transceiver whose analog received
signal strength output was sampled with a 10-bit quantization depth at a rate
of 10 kHz using a PIC32MX micro-controller. The same antennas described in
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Figure 6.1: Measurement environments showing the positions of the micro- and macro-
diversity RXs. It should be noted that the base station consisting of two RX branches
is denoted as BS here for brevity.
Chapter 3 were also used for both the TX and RXs.
As shown in Figure 6.1, the measurements were conducted in three different
environments, namely an indoor hallway, an open office area and an outdoor car
park area. The indoor hallway and open office area are located on the first floor
of the ECIT building. The virtual base stations were positioned in a rectangular
configuration with a length of 10.0 m and a width of 10.4 m in the open office
environment and a length of 14.0 m and a width of 1.0 m in the hallway envi-
ronment. It is worth highlighting that the RX branches were directly attached
to the wall at a height of 2.0 m from the floor level. The outdoor car park is
adjacent to the ECIT building as shown in Figure 6.1. The virtual base stations
in the outdoor car park environment were aligned along a straight line with an
equal spacing of 10 m and positioned on the wall at a height of 5.0 m from the
ground level. During the measurements, the test subject walked in a straight
line within each environment, covering a total distance of 10 m, 14 m and 30 m
for the open office, hallway and car park environments respectively. All of the
measurements were repeated three times for each of the body worn node positions
and environments.
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6.3 Correlation and Power Imbalance
Prior to the diversity analysis, the cross-correlation coefficient and power imbal-
ance were calculated using the approach detailed in Chapter 2.7. Before determin-
ing the correlation due to shadowing in the macro-diversity setup, the shadowing
was extracted from the received signal by averaging over a distance of 10 wave-
lengths. Following from this, the correlation due to multipath fading observed in
the micro-diversity setup was calculated after removing the estimated shadowing
from the raw received signal.
Figures 6.2 shows the CDFs of the cross-correlation coefficients and power
imbalances calculated for all of the considered body worn node positions and
environments. It is worth highlighting that branch pairs (1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6) and
(7, 8) were considered for the micro-diversity system. For the macro-diversity
system, two different four-base station configurations were considered by selecting
one RX branch from each of four base stations, which were group 1 (1, 3, 5, 7)
and group 2 (2, 4, 6, 8). Consequently, for the calculation of the cross-correlation
coefficient and power imbalance, branch pairs (1, 3), (1, 5), (1, 7), (3, 5), (3, 7)
and (5, 8) were considered for group 1 while branch pairs (2, 4), (2, 6), (2, 8), (4,
6), (4, 8) and (6, 8) were considered for group 2.
As expected, for all of the considered body worn node positions and environ-
ments, the power imbalances for the micro-diversity configuration were generally
smaller than those for the macro-diversity setup. More specifically, the estimated
cross-correlation coefficients ranged from −0.2 to 0.6 for the micro-diversity con-
figuration while they were from −0.8 to 0.9 for the macro-diversity configuration.
For the micro-diversity setup, the estimated cross-correlation coefficients for the
indoor environments (hallway and open office) were smaller than those for the
outdoor environment (car park). This is most likely due to the fact that the
indoor environments are likely to have stimulated more multipath, helping to
de-correlate the signals received at each of the micro-diversity branches.
Interestingly, negative correlation coefficients were quite often observed for
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Figure 6.2: CDFs of the calculated cross-correlation coefficients and power imbalances
of micro-diversity (dashed lines) and macro-diversity (continuous lines) systems for the
chest (blue) and wrist (red) positions in the hallway, office and car park environments.
the macro-diversity setup. For example, the mean cross-correlation coefficient
between the RX4 and RX8 was found to be −0.64 for the chest position in the
hallway environment. This negative value indicates that an increase in the re-
ceived signal power at the RX4 is associated with a decrease in the received signal
power at the RX8. Furthermore, the majority of the cross-correlation coefficients
for the hallway environment were greater than those for the open office and car
park environments. Shadowing is generally caused by terrain configuration and
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the presence of obstructions between the TX and RX. In wearable communica-
tions channels considered in this study, the body shadowing between the TX and
RX is a predominant factor. As shown in Figure 6.1, the separation distance
between the BS1 and BS2 (or equivalently the separation distance between the
BS3 and BS4) is 1 m for the hallway environment. Consequently, due to the
short separation distance between base stations in the hallway environment, the
RXs 1 and 2 at the BS1 is more likely to experience similar shadowing caused
by the user’s body with the RXs 3 and 4 at the BS2 in the hallway environment
compared to those for the office and car park environments.
6.4 Diversity Gain
The potential improvement in the received signal reliability that could be obtained
using micro-diversity, macro-diversity and then combined micro- and macro-
diversity systems is now evaluated using their DGs. For a micro-diversity system,
as described in Chapter 5.1, the DG can be characterized as the measured im-
provement between the signal level at the output of the diversity combiner and
that of the branch with the highest mean for a given probability or signal reliabil-
ity. For a macro-diversity system, as defined in Chapter 5.2, this can be defined
as the difference in signal level at the output of the diversity combiner and that
of the target base station. For a combined micro- and macro-diversity system,
the DG was estimated in the same manner as a macro-diversity system. In this
study, RXs 7 and 8 were selected as the target base stations for groups 1 and 2
respectively to calculate the DG for the macro-diversity setup. To allow a direct
comparison, the DG obtained by the combined micro- and macro-diversity setup
was also evaluated using the same target base stations (i.e. RXs 7 and 8).
The average received signal power at each RX branch for all of the considered
body worn node positions ranged between −65.2 dBm and −50.3 dBm in the
hallway environment, between −63.0 dBm and −47.9 dBm in the open office en-
vironment and between −79.8 dBm and −60.3 dBm in the car park environment.
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Figure 6.3: Mean DGs of the combined MRC-SECps system for increasing values of
switching threshold for (a) chest, (b) head, (c) pocket and (d) wrist positions in each
of the environments alongside the maximum achievable DGs at the optimum switching
threshold.
The average output signal power of each MRC based micro-diversity combiner
ranged between −60.7 dBm and −46.7 dBm in the hallway environment, be-
tween −58.0 dBm and −44.4 dBm in the open office environment and between
−74.9 dBm and −57.0 dBm in the car park environment. Additionally, Figure 6.3
shows the achievable DGs for the combined MRC-SECps system with different
switching threshold values ranging between −90 dBm and −40 dBm for all of the
body worn node positions and environments alongside the maximum achievable
DGs at the optimum switching threshold. It should be noted that the RX8 is
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MRC based Micro-Diversity SECps based Macro-Diversity
(1, 2) (3, 4) (5, 6) (7, 8) (1, 3, 5, 7) (2, 4, 6, 8)
Hallway
Chest 6.4 6.5 5.0 4.8 8.9 6.9
Head 5.2 5.3 5.0 5.9 16.6 15.1
Pocket 5.5 6.7 5.2 5.5 7.4 6.0
Wrist 6.4 5.3 5.0 5.5 11.2 9.0
Office
Chest 6.4 4.9 6.7 6.4 9.1 8.4
Head 6.3 4.7 5.9 6.2 11.2 11.6
Pocket 6.2 5.2 6.5 6.2 8.2 8.1
Wrist 7.0 6.0 7.1 6.4 9.0 8.4
Car Park
Chest 3.4 5.5 4.4 4.2 6.7 5.5
Head 3.6 5.5 4.6 4.1 6.8 5.6
Pocket 5.8 4.1 4.5 5.1 4.7 5.0
Wrist 2.1 4.7 3.9 3.7 7.7 7.8
considered as the target base station in Figure 6.3. Based on these, the switching
threshold was determined as −50 dBm and −60 dBm for the indoor (i.e. hallway
and office) and outdoor (i.e. car park) environments respectively to perform the
DG analysis for the SECps based macro-diversity and combined MRC-SECps
systems.
Table 6.1 presents the mean DG statistics averaged over the three trials for the
MRC based micro-diversity system and the SECps based macro-diversity setup
for all of the considered cases while Table 6.2 shows the mean DG statistics for the
combined MRC-SECps configuration. For comparison, the mean DG obtained for
the combined MRC-PSC setup is also shown in Table 6.2. It should be noted
that all DG calculations were made at a signal reliability of 90%. As shown in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2, all of the considered diversity systems (i.e. micro-diversity,
macro-diversity and combined micro-and macro-diversity) provided a worthwhile
DG. The mean DG obtained for the micro-diversity system ranged between 2.1 dB
and 7.1 dB while this was between 4.7 dB and 16.6 dB for the macro-diversity
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Target (RX7) Target (RX8) Target (RX7) Target (RX8)
Hallway
Chest 12.6 10.9 12.6 10.9
Head 19.5 18.6 19.9 18.9
Pocket 10.5 10.0 10.5 10.0
Wrist 14.6 13.0 14.6 13.0
Office
Chest 11.7 11.9 12.8 13
Head 14.4 15.7 14.5 15.9
Pocket 11.4 12.2 11.5 12.2
Wrist 12.1 12.2 12.5 12.6
Car Park
Chest 9.9 9.2 10.0 9.2
Head 10.2 9.4 10.3 9.5
Pocket 8.0 9.3 8.0 9.3
Wrist 10.6 11.4 10.6 11.4
system. Consulting Table 6.2, it is clear that the combined micro- and macro-
diversity system provided a greater DG than using macro-diversity in isolation.
More specifically, it was found that the combined MRC-SECps system provided
worthwhile additional gains of between 2.6 dB and 4.3 dB. Furthermore, is is clear
from Table 6.2 that the MRC-SECps system considered in this study provided a
comparable performance compared to a MRC-PSC system.
As an example, Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 provide some empirical plots which
illustrate the improving DGs achievable by each of the three diversity configu-
rations (i.e. micro-diversity, macro-diversity and combined micro- and macro-
diversity) for the wrist position in the hallway (Figure 6.4), office (Figure 6.5)
and car park (Figure 6.6) environments during the second trial. Again, it can
be seen that all of the three diversity configurations achieved a great improve-
ment in the received signal. More specifically, for the hallway environment, the
DGs obtained using the micro-diversity, macro-diversity and combined micro- and
macro-diversity systems were found to be 5.4 dB, 9.7 dB and 13.9 dB respectively.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Received signal power and (b) CDFs of the output of micro-diversity
(RX7, RX8), (c) macro-diversity (group 2) and micro- and macro-diversity (MRC-
SECps) systems alongside those of the RX8 for the wrist position in the hallway envi-
ronment during the second trial.
Figure 6.5: (a) Received signal power and (b) CDFs of the output of micro-diversity
(RX7, RX8), (c) macro-diversity (group 2) and micro- and macro-diversity (MRC-
SECps) systems alongside those of the RX8 for the wrist position in the office environ-
ment during the second trial.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Received signal power and (b) CDFs of the output of micro-diversity
(RX7, RX8), (c) macro-diversity (group 2) and micro- and macro-diversity (MRC-
SECps) systems alongside those of the RX8 for the wrist position in the outdoor car
park environment during the second trial.
6.5 Conclusion
The MRC based micro-diversity, SECps based macro-diversity and MRC-SECps
based micro- and macro-diversity systems have been considered to counteract
the negative effects of multipath and shadowing for wearable communications.
To this end, field measurements were performed in both indoor and outdoor
environments and their performance were evaluated in terms of DG. Prior to the
DG, the cross-correlation coefficient and power imbalance were calculated.
It was shown that the power imbalances for the micro-diversity configura-
tion were smaller than those for the macro-diversity setup. Additionally, for the
micro-diversity configuration, the multipath fading observed at each RX in the
outdoor environment was more correlated compared to the indoor environments.
For the macro-diversity configuration, the cross-correlation coefficients for the
hallway environment were observed to be greater than those for the office and
car park environments due to the short separation distance between base sta-
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tions. Additionally, it was found that all three diversity configurations provided
a worthwhile DG. In particular, up to 7.1 dB, 16.6 dB and 19.9 dB DG can be
achieved when using MRC based micro-diversity, SECps based macro-diversity
and then MRC-SECps based micro- and macro-diversity systems respectively.
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Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, a number of new composite fading models, namely F, κ-µ / inverse
gamma and η-µ / inverse gamma, have been proposed. It has been demonstrated
that these models can accurately describe the composite fading signal observed
in wearable communications channels and frequently provide a better fit to the
measurement data compared to other composite fading models. The proposed
composite fading models will find application in the general area of wireless com-
munications and beyond (i.e. non-wearable communications) although their ap-
plicabilities are restricted to wearable applications in this thesis. Then, switched
combining based micro-diversity and switched combining based macro-diversity
systems have been studied to overcome multipath and shadowing respectively
in wearable channels. Building upon this, combined micro- and macro-diversity
configuration has been considered to mitigate the negative effects caused by si-
multaneous existence of multipath and shadowing for wearable communications.
7.1 Conclusion
After stating the motivations and contributions for the thesis in Chapter 1, to
help with the understanding of the work, the necessary background knowledge and
the relevant literature on path loss, multipath, shadowing and composite fading
models were presented in Chapter 2. Additionally, a description of the operation
of a number of different diversity combining schemes along with the concepts of
DG, correlation and power imbalance were introduced. Also in Chapter 2, the
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RAD was introduced to evaluate the goodness-of-fit while the AICc metric was
presented to as a criterion for model selection.
Chapter 3 presented the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model as a
means to characterize the behaviour of the composite fading signal observed in
LOS wearable communications channels. Its key statistical metrics (i.e. PDF,
CDF, higher order moments, AF and MGF) were obtained in simple closed-
form expressions. The versatility of the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading
model was demonstrated through reduction to some special cases which coincide
with existing well-known distributions as well as its ability to approximate other
composite fading models. Furthermore, the use of the κ-µ / inverse gamma
composite fading model to characterize LOS wearable communications channels
was validated using an exhaustive set of field measurements coverage a wide
range of environments. It was shown that the model provided a good fit to
the composite fading over all of the LOS wearable channel measurements. Most
importantly though, using the AICc, the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading
model was selected as the most likely candidate model for the majority of the
considered cases.
Chapter 4 proposed the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models
to characterize the behaviour of the composite fading signal observed in NLOS
wearable communications channels. Their fundamental statistics were obtained
in simple and convenient closed-form expressions with the exception of the CDF
and MGF for the η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model. Nonetheless,
straightforward analytical formulations were obtained using infinite series expan-
sions. Similar to the κ-µ / inverse gamma composite fading model presented in
Chapter 3, both the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models include
other well-known distributions as special cases. As demonstrated in Chapter 4,
they can also be used to provide a good approximation to other more compli-
cated composite fading models. The versatility of the proposed F and η-µ /
inverse gamma composite fading models was validated using a diverse range of
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NLOS wearable channel measurements. Interestingly for the majority of the ex-
periments conducted in this thesis, the η parameter estimate for the η-µ / inverse
gamma composite model was equal to unity (i.e. the scattered wave power of the
in-phase and quadrature components of each cluster of multipath were identical).
Consequently, the F and η-µ / inverse gamma composite fading models coincided.
Using an analysis of the AICc, it was found that the F composite fading model
was determined as the most likely candidate model for the majority of cases due
to its reliance on a fewer number of parameters compared to the η-µ / inverse
gamma model.
In Chapter 5, the potential improvement in signal reliability for wearable com-
munications channels which undergo multipath fading was investigated using a
switched combining based micro-diversity setup. Following from this, a switched
combining based macro-diversity configuration was studied with the aim of miti-
gating shadowing. Among SSC, SEC and SECps schemes, an SECps scheme pro-
vided the best performance. Nonetheless, this improvement was not open-ended
as its implementation will add extra complexity to the design of the switched di-
versity system. The impact of different switching thresholds on the DG, number
of path examinations and number of path switches were studied to emphasize the
importance of selecting an appropriate switching threshold. The fading observed
at the output of both the switched combining based micro-diversity and switched
combining based macro-diversity systems were statistically characterized using
their diversity specific analytical equations. Using an analysis of the RAD, it was
shown that that the theoretical PDFs provided an adequate fit to the measured
data.
A systematic investigation of the use of combined micro- and macro-diversity
system to mitigate simultaneous multipath and shadowing for wearable commu-
nications channels was presented in Chapter 6. Here, the use of an MRC scheme
at the base station (i.e. micro-diversity) and an SECps scheme for switching
between the base stations (i.e. macro-diversity) were considered (i.e. combined
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MRC-SECps stages). It was found that the combined MRC-SECps system pro-
vided additional gains of between 2.6 dB and 4.3 dB compared to when the SECps
based macro-diversity system was utilised in isolation.
7.2 Future Work
This thesis has provided important contributions to our understanding of the
composite fading signal observed in wearable communications channels. It has
proposed three novel composite fading models, which although aimed at wearable
applications, will find application in the general area of wireless communications
and beyond. As well as this the thesis has studied diversity techniques aimed at
mitigating the deleterious effects of multipath and shadowing. Nonetheless, there
are still some issues that warrant investigation in the future. These include:
• The second-order statistics of wearable channels which undergo
composite fading: Second-order statistics, such as the level crossing rate
(LCR) and average fade duration (AFD), can complement the first-order
statistics which has mainly been addressed in this thesis. They are useful in
the design of wearable systems and the analysis of its performance because
they give a direct indication of the rate of change with respect to time. For
instance, the LCR and AFD can carry useful information about burst error
statistics [107], which facilitate the design and selection of error correct-
ing techniques. They can also be used for the optimization of interleaver
size, choosing the buffer depth for adaptive modulation schemes, system
throughput analysis and channel modelling [108,109].
There exist a number of studies on the second-order statistics of composite
fading models [62, 63, 110]. More specifically, the expressions for the LCR
and AFD of Rice / lognormal [63], Rice / Nakagami [62] and shadowed
κ-µ [110] models have been presented. However, for the majority of cases,
closed-form expressions for the LCR and AFD are not available and thus are
not convenient to work with. Furthermore, they assume that the dominant
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signal components are subject to shadowing. As discussed in this thesis, it
is more appropriate to assume that both the dominant and scattered signal
components are shadowed together in wearable communications channels.
Accordingly, simple closed-form expressions for both the LCR and AFD of
the proposed composite fading models should be derived and employed to
further evaluate the performance of wearable systems.
• Diversity reception over composite fading channels: The sum and
the maximum of random variables can play an important role in the per-
formance analysis of diversity combining schemes (e.g. PSC and MRC)
for wireless communications. Therefore, simple closed-form expressions for
both the PDFs and CDFs of the sum and maximum of F, κ-µ / inverse
gamma and η-µ / inverse gamma random variables should be derived and
compared with some empirical data obtained from field measurements. Fur-
thermore, the behaviour of the composite fading signal observed at the out-
put of PSC and MRC diversity systems should be statistically characterised
using the derived PDFs and CDFs.
Diversity reception over composite fading channels can be expanded to
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems to take into account
multiple antennas at both TX and RX. The use of MIMO techniques can
provide a significant increase in the channel capacity for high data rate
applications. MIMO systems exploit multipath provided in rich scattering
environments to achieve an increase in channel capacity and high data rates.
Correlation between the different antenna elements and shadowing have a
important impact on the capacity and bit error rate performance of MIMO
systems. Therefore, for wearable communications, it is more appropriate
to deploy multiple antennas with a separation distance of the order of (or
shorter than) the signal wavelength (i.e. micro) for wearable nodes to avoid
the potential obtrusion to the user. On the other hand, it is more suitable
to deploy multiple antennas in different, spatially separated base stations
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for which the spacing is much longer than the signal wavelength (i.e. macro)
to alleviate shadowing. This setup will effectively combat multipath fading
and shadowing observed in wearable channels and thus improve the signal
reliability. Accordingly, the potential improvement in signal reliability of
the wearable channels which can be obtained by MIMO systems should be
empirically investigated with the corresponding correlation analysis.
• Spatial and temporal characterization of wearable channels: Sys-
tems with multiple antennas require channel models that characterize both
spatial and temporal characteristics of the channel. For wearable systems
with high data rates and directional antennas, it is more complex to char-
acterize multipath compared to that for omnidirectional and narrowband
systems which have mainly been addressed in this thesis. Multipath com-
ponents can be classified either by their angle of arrival (AOA) or time of
arrival (TOA). The corresponding channel characteristics can be recorded
as a power delay profile (PDP) or a power angle profile (PAP). A PDP
records temporal power distribution relative to multipath TOA and a PAP
records spatial power distribution relative to multipath AOA [111]. The
TOA parameters include mean excess delay, rms delay spread, timing jitter
and standard deviation while the AOA parameters contain angular spread,
angular constriction, maximum fading angle and maximum AOA direction.
Accordingly, a detailed analysis on spatial and temporal characteristics of
wearable channels should be performed using an extensive measurement
campaign in the future. These measurement results will provide not only
important empirical values for wearable system design, but also a better
understanding of the radio wave propagation observed in wearable chan-
nels.
• Millimetre-wave wearable communications: Much interest has been
generated towards the use of millimetre-wave (mm-wave) technologies for
wearable systems [112–117]. Advancements in this area mean that it will
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soon be feasible to use operating frequencies in the 59-66 GHz range to
provide high bandwidth capabilities for these applications. Operating wear-
able systems within this part of the mm-wave spectrum will be attractive
for many reasons, not least due to the small size of antenna that can be
used [113], the lower interference and much greater frequency reuse that
can be achieved over smaller areas [116] compared to competing microwave
technologies.
Despite these apparent benefits, there are a number of key challenges which
need to be surmounted before realizing the use of wearables in these fre-
quency bands. These include shadowing, rapid channel fluctuations, in-
termittent connectivity, processing power consumption and health related
issues [118]. In particular, due to wearables operating in close proximity
to the human body, the channels will be prone to shadowing induced by
the movement of body parts and blockages caused by user’s body and/or
surroundings. For example, materials such as brick can attenuate signals
by approximately 40-80 dB [119,120] while the human body itself can result
in up to 35 dB loss [121]. To address all of these issues, the proposed com-
posite fading models should be used to characterize the composite fading
behaviour observed in wearable communication channels at mm-wave fre-
quencies. Moreover, the switched diversity schemes considered in the thesis
should be applied to mm-wave wearable communications to improve the
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